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Development of Retrofit Railings for Through Truss Bridges 

M.E. BRONSTAD, LR. CALCOTE, C.E. KIMBALL, JR., AND C.F. McDEVITT 

The design and development of bridge railing systems for through truss struc· 
tures are described in this paper. The unique design of these structures makes 
rigid railings mandatory to exclude the errant vehicles from the truss members 
located behind the railing. The two systems were designed to meet different 
performance conditions. The high-performance system contained and redi
rected a 20,000-lb (9000-kg) bus impacting at 55 mph (90 km/h) and a 15-
degree angle. The low-service-level system contained and redirected a 4,500-
lb (2000-kg) car impacting at 60 mph (95 km/h) and a 15-degree angle. In 
addition, 2,250-lb (1000-kg) and 1,800-lb (800-kg) cars were used to evaluate 
the systems, including the bridge approach railing, for the high-performance 
system. The two systems meet the design criteria and are recommended for 
immediate implementation. 

The focus of this paper is on a particular type of 
bridge that has unique problems. The superstructure 
of these bridges is mostly above the bridge deck, 
thus critical structural members are exposed to con
tact with out-of-control vehicles. Furthermore, be
cause many of the older through truss structures are 
narrow, the clearances for bridge railing protection 
of the truss members are restrictive and little 
space is available for barriers and barrier de
flection under impact. 

Catastrophic failures of these structures · occur 
periodically, and some gain nationwide attention 
( see Figure 1). Structurally adequate bridges can 
collapse because of inadequate protection for bridge 
railings. Many of the older through truss structures 
have relatively long spans and would require large 
expenditures to replace them with more modern struc
tures. For this reason FHWA considers the develop
ment of protective bridge railing systems for these 
unique structures as a cost-effective way to keep 
these otherwise structurally sound bridges in ser
vice and also to minimize the potential for cata
strophic events. 

OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE 

The objectives of the research effort were to iden
tify the important characteristics of through truss 
structures and to design and develop retrofit de
signs to protect vital structural members from im
pact by out-of-control vehicles. 

Figure 1. Through truss failure. 

This project involved background studies, struc
tural analyses, laboratory experiments, computer 
simulation, and full-scale crash tests. Vehicles 
used in the crash tests ranged from 1, 800-lb 
(800-kg) subcompact cars to 20,000-lb (9000-kg) 
school buses. 

Design drawings we~e prepared for bridge railings 
according to two levels of service. The higher-level 
railing was designed to contain and redirect a 
20,000-lb (9000-kg) bus impacting at 55 mph (90 
km/h) and a IS-degree angle without subsequent 
damage to a truss member behind the barrier. The 
lower-level railing was designed to contain and 
redirect a 4,500-lb (2000-kg) sedan impacting at 60 
mph (95 km/h) and a 15-degree impact angle. 

DESIGN CRITERIA 

Design criteria were formulated for both the high
performance and the lower-service systems. 

High-Performance Retrofit 

Based on considerations detailed in the project 
report (1) a high-performance retrofit was to be 
essentially a rigid railing for a 55-mph (90-km/h), 
15-degree angle impact with a 20,000-lb (9000-kg) 
school bus. In addition, the roll of the vehicle 
was to be limited to keep the bus out of the truss 
member zone. 

Movies of school bus tests conducted at Texas 
Transportation Institute were reviewed to evaluate 
vehicle roll. Sequential test photographs showed 
the maximum roll of the vehicle during the nominal 
60-mph (95-km/h), IS-degree angle tests. The rigid 
27-in. (0. 7-m) railing produced roll that could not 
be tolerated in this project (i.e.,• the truss mem
bers would be struck). Even with a flexible collaps
ing ring bridge rail (]) the maximum roll angle 
would be sufficient to involve the truss members. 
Therefore, an upper railing element was thought 
necessary to prevent such contact. 

Low-Service Retrofit 

A low-service retrofit is for use on bridges that, 
by virtue of geometry, vehicle mix, or other con
siderations, would not require the protection of the 
high-performance railing system. Selection of the 
structural adequacy test for this system was based, 
in part, on a recently completed NCHRP research 
project at the Southwest Research Institute (1 ). 
This project developed a multiple-service-level 
approach for the placement of bridge railings based 
on need. The lowest service level from this project 
has a strength test requirement characterized by a 
4,500-lb (2000-kg) car impact at 60 mph (95 km/h) 
and a 15-degree angle. A summary of the design 
criteria for the two bridge railing systems is pre
sented in Table 1. 

PRELIMINARY DESIGNS AND ANALYSES 

Preliminary designs and analyses were conducted that 
led to prototype barrier crash tests. The results 
of these preliminary investigations are available in 
the project report (!)• 
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BARRIER DEVELOPMENT 

High-Perfocmance Retrofit 

Based on results of preliminary tests TTR-1 and 
TTR-2 , a self-restoring 3- i n. (75-mm) stroke was 
i ncorporat ed i nto t he lower beam- mounting detail, as 
shown in Figure 2. This was done to temper the 
abrupt redirection of the bus caused by mor e rig id 
designs. Installation photographs are shown in 
Figure 3. 

The bus impacted the barrier at 53.9 mph (86.7 
km/ h) and a 15.3-degree angle. As shown in Figure 
4, the bus rolled a maximum of; 10. 7 degrees toward 
the barrier as it was r edirected. The right front 
wheel was pushed rearward by the lower rail, which 
caused suspension failure and forced the entire 
front axle to rotate. After los i ng c o ntact with the 
barr ie r t he v e h i c le d roppe d onto the now horizontal 
front right wheel and slid to a stop essentially 
parallel to the barrier (see Figure 5). The maximum 
deflections were such that the 3-in. (75-mm) en-

Table 1. Summary of design criteria. 

Low-Service High-Perfo rmance 
Item Ret rofit Re t rofi t 

Structura l adeq uacy test 
Veh icle wei ght (lb) 4,500 20 ,000 
Impact speed (mph) 60 55 
Impact angle (degree) 15 15 
De flection permitted (in.)" 6 
Vehi cle roll considerations NA -~ 

Impact Severityc 
Vehicle weight (lb ) 1,800 1,800 
Impact spee d (mph) 60 60 
Impact angl e (degree ) 15 15 

aDe!1e~ !i-::~!"! i ~ !'!!e:::~!..!red fr0 !!! t-':'h.!!! <l !he br~dg-: :,~S! . 
bVehic le roll o ver the barrier sho uld be limited to keeping the vehicle with in 

max imu m denec lio n limit , 
cThe barr ier is rigid so th e usual accelera tion crit eria are n o t applied ; however, 
smoo th redirec tion wit h no snagging is requ ired. 

Figure 2. Modified self-restoring through truss retrofit. 
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Figure 3. Self-restoring high-performance retrofit photographs. 

Figure 4. TTR-3 impact sequence. 
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croachment goal beyond the 
The roll of the vehicle and 
also considered favorable. 
on posts at the opening 
rails (see Figure 5). 

Figure 5. Photographs after test TTR -3. 

Figure 6. Test TTR-4 impact sequence. 
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Test TTR-4 

In test TTR-4 the 1,840-lb (835-kg) vehicle impacted 
the barrier at 59.8 mph (96.2 km/h) and a 14.8-
degree angle. As shown in Figure 6 the beam dis
placed up and back during the collision and then 
returned to the original position. The barrier 
systems sustained no discernible damage; damage to 
the vehicle was moderate (see Figure 7). 

The basic bridge railing approach and terminal 
treatment are shown in Figure 8. The upper railing 
was carried full height beyond the structure for 
five post spans and tapered down and back behind the 
lower railing as shown. The self-restoring hinges 
were installed on intermittent W6 x 15.5 posts. 

Test TTR-5 

In test TTR-5 the 20,000-lb (9070-kg) bus impacted 
the transition 15 ft (4.6 m) upstream of the bridge 
end at 59.6 mph (95.9 km/h) and a 15.9-degree angle. 
As shown in Figure 9, the bus pitched upward as it 
rolled toward the barrier (maximum roll angle was 15 
degrees) while being redirected, and then returned 
to an upright position. The right front wheel was 
pushed rearward by the lower rail, which caused 
suspension failure and forced the entire front axle 
to rotate about a vertical axis. As the bus lost 
contact with the barrier, the front dropped down 
onto the right front wheel similar to test TTR-3 and 
slid 90 ft (27 m) past the end of the installation. 
A secondary collision with another barrier down
stream caused additional front-end damage. 

Figure 7. Photographs after test TTR-4. 

TTl~-4 
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Figure 8. High-performance retrofit approach guardrail. 

Figure 9. Test TTR-5 impact sequence. 
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Damage to the barrier consisted of two upper and 
lower beam sections and two bridge posts. Some 
concrete fracturing occurred at the two bridge 
posts. Th e soil- mounted posts were displaced in the 
soil but we.:e essentially undamaged . Th~ Uus S th:i-

tained front suspension and steering linkage damage 
sufficient to dislodge the front axle from is mount
ing. The barrier deflection was significant, but in 
an acceptable range regarding intrusion into a lead
ing truss member location. Photographs after the 
t est a r e s hown i n Figure 10. 

Test TTR-6 

Test TTR-6 was performed to evaluate typical bridge 
rail performance with a 2,250-lb (1020-kg) compact 
at 60 mph (95 km/ h) and 15 degrees, which is the 
standard impact severity test according to TRB Cir
cular 191 (_i ). 

'I"he 2 , 250-lb (1020-l<g) vehicle impacted the bar
rier at 58.8 mph (94. 7 km/h) and an, angle of 15.4 

Figure 10. Photographs after test TTR-5. 
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degrees. As shown in Figure 11, the vehicle was 
redirected smoothly. Damage to the barrier was 
negligible, and the vehicle sustained only moderate 
damage (see Figure 12). 

Test TTR-7 

Test TTR-7 was performed to evaluate the self-re
stor ing retrofit for the structural adequacy test 
er iteria of TRB Circular 191 (_i ). The 4, 441-lb 
(2014-kg) vehicle impacted the barrier at 58.3 mph 
(93.9 km/h) and a 27.1-degree angle. The vehicle 
was redirected smoothly until the undeformed hood 
slid over the top of the lower beam and snagged on a 
post. A portion of the hood penetrated through the 
windshield before the hood was severed from the 
hinges. 

Except that the hood snagged, the barrier per
formed in an acceptable manner. The maximum barrier 
deflection was not sufficient to encroach into the 
truss member zone. 

Test TTR-8 

Test TTR-8 was performed to evaluate the bridge 
approach for the 4,500-lb (2040-kg) car structural 
adequacy test. The more flexible characteristics of 
the approach barrier decreased the likelihood that 

Figure 11. Test TTR-6 sequential photographs. 

Impact 0.4 sec 

0.1 sec 0.5 sec 
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the hood snagging problem would recur. However, as 
shown in Figure 13, the hood snagging occurred again 
as the vehicle was redirected after a 57.8-mph 
(93.1-km/h), 29.6-degree angle impact. 

Test TTR-9 

As a result of the hood snagging noted previously, 
6-in. (0.2-m) spacers were installed between the 
posts and beams to minimize the likelihood of its 
occurrence (see Figure 14). A 25-degree angle 
impact is more likely to occur in a wider approach 
section than on a narrow bridge; therefore, the 
spacers were installed in the approach railing 
segment for this test. 

The structural adequacy test of the approach 
railing system was repeated with this test. The 
4,500-lb (2040-kg) vehicle impacted the barrier 26.6 
ft (8.1 m) upstream of the bridge at 60.2 mph (96.9 
km/h) at an angle of 25.9 degrees. As shown in 
Figure 15, the vehicle was redirected smoothly and 
no hood snagging was evident. The same vehicle, a 
1978 Ford LTD, was used in tests TTR-7, TTR-8, and 
TTR-9 to ensure valid comparisons. 

Test TTR-10 

Test TTR-10 was performed to evaluate the bridge 
approach design with an 1,800-lb (BOO-kg) subcompact 
car at 60 mph (95 km/h) and 15 degrees. The 1,658-lb 
(752-kg) vehicle was redirected smoothly after 
striking the barrier at 61.3 mph (98.6 km/h) and a 

Figure 12. Photographs after test TIR-6. 
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Figure 13. Test TTR-8 sequential photographs. 

Figure 14. Modified approach guardrail test installation photographs. 
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Figure 15. Test TTR-9 impact sequence. 

Figure 16. Test TTR-10 impact sequence. 
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20.9-degree angle (see Figure 16). The self-restor
ing stage deflected a maximum of 3.5 in. (89 mm) 
before returning, undamaged, to the original posi
tion after the vehicle was redirected. 

Low-Service Retrofit 

Based on computer simulations, a design described in 
Figure 17 was selected for crash-test evaluation. As 
part of the installation a readily installed anchor 
bolt detail was employed. This consisted of drilling 
into the bridge deck and driving commercially avail
able anchor studs into the holes. 

Test TTR-13 

The 4 ,466-lb (2026-kg) vehicle impacted the barrier 
at 59.3 mph (95.4 km/h) and a 19.1-degree angle. 
The vehicle was redirected smoothly and continued 
until contacting another barrier installation in
line with the test i;stallation 150 ft (45 m) down
stream of the impact (see Figure 18). The design 
goals of the barrier were met; that is, the maximum 
deflection beyond the rear post line was 3 in. (75 
mm) • This maximum deflection at one post was at
tributed to local buckling due to impact and the 
pulling of the anchor bolts from the slab for a 
distance of 0.5 in. (13 mm). A more substantial 
anchorage (e.g., bolts through the slab) would have 
prevented much of this deformation. 

Two rail sections and three posts of the barrier 
were damaged. Vehicle and barrier damage are shown 
in Figure 19. The lower right-hand photograph shows 
partly pulled anchor studs of post 7. 

Figure 17. low-service retrofit. 

WGxB.5 -
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Figure 18. Test TTR-13 impact sequence. 
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Figure 19. Photographs after test TTR-13. 
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Test TTR-15 

Test TTR-15 was conducted to evaluate the low-ser
vice retrofit for the occupant-risk impact condi
tions ot NCHRP Report 230 (~). The 1,750-lb (794-kg) 
test vehicle impacted the installation at S7. 9 mph 
(93.2 km/h) and an angle of 16.9 degrees (see Figure 
20). Redirection of the vehicle was smooth and 
dynamic deflection was less than 1 in. (25 mm). No 
repairable damage was sustained by the system. 
Vehicle damage was moderate (see Figure 21). 

DISCUSSION AND APPLICATION OF FINDINGS 

A summary of all the tests conducted in the project 
is given in Table 2. The findings included the 
systematic design and development of two unique 
bridge rail retrofit systems for narrow through 
truss application. 

Vehicle Factors 

Crashworthiness of school bus suspension and steer
ing assemblies is considered deficient for the se
verity of impacts in this project. The rigid railing 
criteria made the destruction of these assemblies 
during the 55 mph (90 km/h), 15- degree angle impacts 
unavoidable. 

The particular 4, 500-lb ( 2000-kg) sedan selected 
for crash test in this project had a unique hood 
design that made snagging of posts more probable 
than if another design had been used. The problem 
of hood snagging is discussed in more detail in the 
final projec L LepoLC (!). 

Openings Between Rails 

The opening hetween the upper and lower railings 
after the lower beam bottoms on the posts is 18-in. 
(0.5-m) wide. This opening permitted sheet metal 
portions of the bus __ _.:i .LL..- 1---..:i _.c ._ .__ " r-r,n ,,_ 

auu L.Hc uuvu v.a.. L.llt:= .,.,,Jvu-.l. LJ 

( 2000-kg) car to snag on the exposed post flange 
edges. For wider bridges that will accommodate the 
6-in. (150-mm) spacer block, the upper and lower 

Figure 20. Test TTR-15 sequential photographs. 
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beams should be blocked out accordingly. The higher 
impact-angle probabilities associated with the snag
ging problem increase with the width of the bridge; 
thus, narrower bridges that cannot accommodate the 
spacer do not have the need of the wider ones that 
can tolerate the additional 6-in. (150-mm) per side 
encroachment. 

Appl"cation of Findings 

Based on the findings of this project, both the 
high-performance retrofit and the lower-service 
system are recommended for immediate implementa
tion. ~stimated costs tor the two systems are shown 
in Figure 22. 

High-Performance Retrofit 

The high-performance retrofit system is recommended 
for use where significant heavy vehicle traffic is 
present and at sites where impacts with heavy vehi
cles may occur. For bridges with accommodating 
width the installation of the blockout spacers be
tween the railings and posts is recommended for 
reducing the potential for vehicle snagging. Design 
details for adapting example structures in develop
ing the required post strength are given in the 
project final report (J). 

Low-Service Retrofit 

The low-service retrofit system is recommended for 
use on the following bridges: 

Figure 21. Photographs after test TTR-15. 
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Table 2. Summary of vehicle crash tests. 

Maximum Roll 
Vehicle Vehicle Accelerations. 50-msec avg (gJ Angle (degree I 
Weight Maximum 
Including Ballast Impact Impact Film Electronic While in Dynamic Maximum 

Test Barrier Ballast Added Speed Angle Rail Deflection Encroachmentb 
No , Description8 Vehicle (lb) (lb) (mph) (degree) Latitude Longitude Latitude Longitude Contact Overall (in . ) (in .) Remarks 

TTR-1 HP I 1966 IH/ Wayne, 20,000 6,200 55 .2 13.7 3.0 -1.3 NM NM cU ,O 90 0 24 .7 20 .0 Extensive- damage to v~hide front 
72-passenger ~n(J -vehicle rolled on side afkr 

losing rail contact; concrete deck 
failure contributed to deflection 

TTR-2 HP 2 1966 IH/Superior, 20,000 6,600 56 .1 17 .8 3 .3 - 3.0 4 .0 -1.5 12 .5 90 0 8 .6 6 .2 Extensive damage to front end-
72-passenger vehicle rolled on side after losing 

barrier contract 
TTR-3 HP 3 1969 Chevy/ Blue- 20,000 6,000 53 .9 15.3 2.3 -1 ,9 3,5 I 3 10.7 10 7 7 .8 6 .0 Exten sive vehicle damage , but de-

bird, 66-passenger sign goals met with smooth redi· 
re ct ion at shallow exit angle 

TTR-4 HP 3 1976 Honda Civic 1,840 C 59 .8 14.8 7.8 -3 .0 8 .1 -2 .1 NM NM 3 .0 0 Smoo th redirection 
'ITR-5 HPAR 1969 Chevy/Blue- 20,000 6,000 59 .6 15 9 I 7 -2 .5 5 ,6 -3 .8 15 .0 15 U 27 8 5 .0 Vehicle redirected with some sheet 

bird, 66-passenger metal snagging at opening be· 
tween rails 

TTR-6 HP 3 1974 Chevy Vega 2,250 C 58 .8 15.4 6 .1 -.! .S 4 ,2 -4 , 1 NM NM 5 , I 0 Vehicle smoothly redirected 
TTR-7 HP 3 1978 Ford LTD 4 ,441 C 58.3 27 .1 8. 1 -5.1 I 0.4 -9 .5 NM NM 6.0 0 Vehicle redirected, but hood snag· 

ging on post between rail open-
ing caused windshield penetration 

TTR-8 HPAR 1978 ford LTD 4,500 C 57 .8 29 .6 6.2 -9 .3 NM NM NM NM I 0.4 10 .0 Vehicle hood snagged as in Test 
TTR-7 

TTR-9 HPAR(B.O.) 197 8 Ford LTD 4,500 C 60 .2 25 9 7 .8 -4 8 9 ,0 -4 2 NM NM 6 .0 2.0 Blocked out rail effective in pre-
venting hood snagging 

TTR-10 HPAR(B.0.) 1975 Honda Civic 1,658 C 61.3 20 .9 9.4 -4 0 9 .5 -3 ,4 NM NM 3.5 0 Smooth redirection 
TTR-11 LS I 1975 Ford LTD 4 ,588 C 61.7 l 8.4 6.0 - 3 .5 l l.O -3 5 :sJM NM 9 ,0 5 5 Excessive deformation between 

posts and at one post 
TTR-1 2 LS2 1978 Ford LTD 4,466 C ~9 .G 15 .0 NM NM NM NM NM NM :-.IM NM Inadequate test speed 
TTR-13 LS 2 1978 Ford LTD 4,466 C 59 .3 19. 1 7 .2 -4. 1 6 .6 4.1 NM NM 3,6 3.0 Vehicle smoothly redirected; 

design goals met 
TTR-14 LS 2 1979 Honda Civic 1,751 - C 60.9 19.9 8.7 -6.5 10 .9 - 5 .6 NM NM 1.0 0 .5 Front wheel snagged on posts; 

otherwise redirected 
TTR-15 LS 2 1976 Honda Civic 1,750 - C 57.9 16.9 8.3 -2 .9 16 .7 -2 .7 NM NM 1.0 0 .5 Smooth redirection with no 

wheel snagging 

Note: NM = not measured. 
8Barrier code: HP 1 = hlsh-perfonnance retrofit proto type no. I. HP l : high-performance retrofit prototype no . t, HP 3 = self-restoring high-performance retrofit, HPAR = bridge approach rail, HPAR(B.O.) = approach rail-blocked o ut rails, LS 1 = low

acr"Ylca retrofit bridae railinJ_. LS 2 • low"'ctvice rcrrofit brldac ral.U.n1. 
b Obti1nc:e mn.,ur~.d bl!.hind original brldg~ poet Une (rca.r 01ns.c:). 
cTc11 lrurr:umcn11tion onb'. some orlgln&J equipment remo\l'cd from vichiclc. 
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Figure 22. Estimated costs for through truss 
retrofit railing. 

1. One-lane structures, 

High Performance Retrofit 

Item 

I. Post- $100 ea . 

2. Upper railing and hardware 

3. Tubular thrie beam and hardware 

4. ~Miscellaneous hardware 

Total estimated cost 

•Anderson Safeway Guard Rail Corp ., Flint, Ml 
+ Docs not include installation and post anchorage costs , 

Upper railing 

W6x2S poet 
(5 1 -011 epa) 

2. Narrow 20-ft (6-m) wide 2-lane structures, 
3. Bridges that have automobile traffic only, and 
4. Bridges that have posted speed limits of 35 

mph (55 km/h) or less that carry truck and bus traf
fic. 

REFERENCt:t:; 

1. M.E. Bronstad, L.R. Calcote, and C.E. Kimball, 
Jr. Retrofit Railings for Narrow Through Truss 
and Other Obsolete Structures. Final Rpt., 
FHWA, March 1982. 

2. C.E. Kimball et al. Development of a Collapsing 
Ring Bridge Railing System. FHWA, Rept. FHWA-RD-
76-39, 1976. 

Esl.Cost• 
($/lin. rt.) 

20.70 

4.00 

19.00 

1.00 

$44.70+ 
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Low Service Retrofil 

Item 

I. Post - $25 ea. 

2. Beam - 12 ga thrie & hardware 

Total estimated cost 

Est Cost• 
($/lin. fl.) 

5.00 

5.00 

$I0.00' 

e,a• Olk B\ITTON Hl!AD IIO\.T 

32" 

3. M.E. Bronstad and J.D. Michie. Multiple-Service
Level Highway Bridge Railing Selection Proce
dures. NCHRP, Rept. 239, Nov. 1981, 155 pp. 

4. Recommended Procedures for Vehicle Crash Testing 
of Highway Appurtenances. TRB, Transportation 
Research Circular 191, Feb. 1978. 

5. J.D. Michie. Recommended Procedures for the 
Safety Performance Evaluation of Highway Ap
purtenances. NCHRP, Rept. 230, March 1981, 42 pp. 

Publication of this paper sponsored by Committee on Safety Appurtenances. 

Bridge Rail to Restrain and Redirect 80,000-lb Trucks 

T.J. HIRSCH ArJD ALTHCA AnNOLD 

A standard T•xas traffic rail tyµ• C202 was mudili•d tu inernas• its h•iyhl a11d 
strength to restrain and redirect an 80,000-lb (36,300-kg) van-type tractor
trailer under 50 mph (80.5 km/h), 15-degree angle impacts. The concrete 
parapet was increased to 36-in. (91-cm) high, and an elliptical steel rail was 
mounted on steel posts to increase the rail height to 54 in. (137 cm). One 
crash test was conducted on the bridge rail. The truck was restrained and re
directed smoothly. This test has shown that a simple and economical rail can 
redirect heavy van-type trucks at speeds up to 50 mph (80.5 km/h) and 15-
d"{lree angle impacts. The cost of this rail is estimated at about $80 to $90/ft. 
Typical passenger car bridge rails in Texas now cost about $25 to $35/ft. 

Current bridge rails are designed to restrain and 
redirect passenger cars. Hirsch (1) presented an 
analytical evaluation of Texas bridge rails to con
tain buses and trucks. In another report Hirsch Cl) 

presented the results of crash tests on a modified 
Texas traffic rail type T202 that successfully redi
rected a 20,000-lb (9000-kg) school bus and a 
32,000-lb (17 400-kg) intercity bus, both at nomi
nally 60 mph (96 km/h) and 15-degree angles. With 
the increase in the number and size of large trucks 
the problem of truck-bridge rail collision is becom
ing more evident. The bridge rail tested here was 
selected and designed to restrain and redirect an 
80,000-lb (36 287-kg) van-type tractor-trailer (3). 
The design was based on procedures and test data 
presented by Hirsch (.!) and Buth (_i). 

The basic rail selected was a modification of the 
concrete parapet, Texas traffic rail type C202. The 
modified C202 rail consists of a concrete beam ele-

• 
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Figure 1. Cross section of modified C202 bridge rail. 

( 

TYPE C4 STEEL .~AIL a" x 4 7/8" 
ELLIPSE FROM 6 0 STD. PIPE 
ASTM A53 GR. B o .2e" MIN . 
WALL 

e" 5 ' 

SQUARE SPIRAL 
0.207" WIRE, 3" SPIRAL 

10-#8 BARS CONTINUOUS 

13-# 4 BARS 1'-9' LONG 

WELDED WIRE FABRIC (PRE-MADE) 
CENTERED BETWEEN 11'5 BARS 
(SEE FIGURE 4) 

# 5 BARS at 5 1/4° C-C 

3-#4 BARS CONTINUOUS 
GRADE 40 

#4 BARS at 10 112"c-c 
GRADE 40 

Figure 2. Elevation of modified C202 bridge rail. 

OPEN'G TYP. POST TYP. 
101' - 2 " 

ment 13 in. (33 cm) wide and 23 in. (58 cm) deep, 
mounted 36 in. ( 91 cm) high on concrete posts lo
cated at 10-ft ( 3-m) center-to-center spacing. The 
concrete posts are 7 in. (18 cm) thick by 5 ft (1. 5 
m) long concrete walls with 5-ft (L5-m) openings. 
The beam element contains considerable reinforcing 
steel and provides flexibility, thus cracking of the 
concrete when impacted by heavy vehicles is kept to 
a m1n1mum. The modified C202 concrete parapet can 
be placed in long, continuous lengths that give good 
structural continuity and strength. 

To increase the effective height of this bridge 
rail another standard Texas steel rail designated as 
C4 was mounted on top of the concrete rail. The 
bridge deck strength was also increased in an at
tempt to reduce cracking or damage when the bridge 
rail is struck by a heavy vehicle. 

BRIDGE RAIL AND DECK MODIFICATIONS 

The modified combination rail C202 concrete post
rail h~s a type-C4 steel rail mounted on top- This 
modified bridge rail makes a combination bridge rail 
54 in. (137 cm) high suitable to retain 80,000-lh 
(36 287-kg) van-type trucks or tractor-trailers that 

---- -POA
3
S
6
T 2-1" PLATES 

.-- 10 1/4" c-c 

·,., 
N 

BOLTS 

,,.,,,,. ...... -- -5- #'4 BARS 2'-3" 
LONG 

2-#4 BARS 4'-9 1/2" 
LONG 

-13 - #'4 BARS L-SHAPED 
e"x 14 1/4" 

2-#5 BARS CONTINUOUS 
GRADE 40 

OPEN'G TVP 

impact (1,) at 15 degrees and 50 mph (80. 5 km/h). 
Drawings of this rail are shown in Figures 1 and 2. 
Figure 3 contains photographs that compare the size 
of this combination bridge rail with a Honda Civic, 
a Plymouth, and a van-type tractor-trailer. 

The strength of the standard Texas 7.5-in. 
(19-cm) thick bridge deck was increased by the addi
tion of welded wire fabric centered under each post 
and along the deck steel to within 1 in. (2.5 cm) of 
the edge of the slab. A drawing of the welded wire 
fabric is shown in Figure 4. The deformed wire has 
a minimum yield strength of 70 kips/in. 2 (48.3 
kN/cm2

), and the smooth wire has a m1n1mum yield 
strength of 65 kips/in. 2 (44.9 kN/cm 2 ). 

The concrete post was 13 in. (33 cm) high x 7 in. 
(17.8 cm) thick x 60 in. (152 cm) long with a 60-in. 
(152-cm) open space between each post. Each con
crete post was anchored to the bridge deck by means 
of 13 no. 4 bars (traffic side) and 5 no. 4 bars 
(fielc! side). The 13 no. 4 I.Hus contained an 8-in. 
( 20-cm) lap splice on top of the bridge deck that 
was intended as a breakaway connection. 

The concrete rail on top of the post was 13 in. 
( 33 cm) thick x 23 in. (58 cm) high for the entire 
length of the rail. It contained two sections of 
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Figure 3. Comparison of Honda. Plymouth, and 80,000-lb truck with modified 
combination rail. 

square spiral, as shown, with 10 no. 8 bars along 
the length of the r a il. The twin spirals were used 
ins t ead of a single spiral because cne square spiral 
was available from a producer of Texas standard pre
stressed square piling that requires this type of 
spiral. 

The steel rail on top of the modified C202 con
crete rail was the Texas standard type-C4 steel 
r::.i!. !t. w:.s made f!'0m E-i~. (15-cm) diamete!' st:.r?.
dard steel pipe (ASTM A53 Grade B) shaped into an 
8- x 4-7/8-in. (20- x 12.4-cm) ellipse and welded to 
a post and base plate made of 1-in. (2.54-cm) steel 
plates. This post was anchored to the concrete rail 
by means of four 3/4 in. diameter x 15 in. (38 cm) 
long A325 bolts. A high-cast steel conical washer 
was installed under each bolt nut. These washers 
were evidently the standard being supplied by the 
fabricator for this type of Texas bridge rail. The 
standard drawing indicates that only washers are to 
be supplied. 

All steel bars in the concrete post and rail were 
grade 60, including the bent bars that anchor the 
post to the deck. The deck steel bars were grade 
40. The concrete for the deck, post, and rail was 
such that its strength was 3,000 psi (2.068 kN/cm2 ) 

at the time of the test. 
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Figure 4. Detail of special slab reinforcement used under each concrete post. 

-,., Fl ___ _,_ ___ _ 

' -... -.,; 

0 

' --/ 
t::,>--

3- we-SMOOTH 
WIRES 0.319" DIA. 

17- D20 - DEFORMED WIRES 
0.504" DIA, at 5" C - C 

TRUCK CRASH TEST 

This bridge rail system was designed to contain and 
redirect an 80, 000-lb ( 36 287 kg) van-type tractor
trailer. A simulated bridge deck with this rail 
system was built at the Texas Transportation Insti
tute Proving Grounds and tested with a 1978 auto car 
tractor-trailer ballasted with sand bags to 79,770 
lb (36 184 kg). Drawings showing the dimensions of 
this vehicle along with loaded and unloaded weights 
on each axle or pair of axles are shown in Figures 5 
"nil /; _ RF>for1> "nil ,.ft:pr t:F>Rt: phot:ogr;,phs of the 
truck are presented in Figures 7 and 8. 

The truck impacted the rail at 49 .1 mph ( 79. 0 
km/h) and 15-degree angle. Impact occurred between 
posts 3 
smoothly. 

and 4, and the truck was redirected 
Figure 9 shows the bridge rail and test 

site immediately after test 6. 
exit path can be seen clearly. 

The truck entry and 
The truck sustained 

damage to the right front and right tandem wheels. 
')'h1> t- cc1i_l1>r hoily hnlgPil nnt- Rlight:ly nn the right 
side from the shift in load (sand bags). The 
trailer body was in contact with the upper railing 
over a length of approximately 40 ft (12 m) (Figure 
8). This point of contact was centered about 4 in. 
(10 cm) above the trailer floor, which is at 54 in. 
( 137 cm) as shown in Figure 5. A summary of the 
crash test data is given in the list below. 

1. Test number--6: 
2. Vehicle--van-type tractor-trailer: 
3. Mass--79,700 lb (36 184 kg) i 

4. Speed--49.1 mph (79.0 km/h): 
5. Film angle--15 degrees: 
6. Angle of impact departure--6.3 degrees truck, 

2.5 degrees trailer: 
7, Angle of roll (max)--6.0 degrees truck, 16.5 

degrees trailer: 
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Figure 5. Tractor-trailer loaded dimensions, empty weights, and loaded weights. 

TRACTOR-TRAILER 

FLOOR OF 
TRAILER 

53' · 11 " 

2 g'- 3 " 

13 

~ 
,n . 

CG OF TRAILER -.,. 

'g 

e' -a 112" 

EMPTY WEIGHTS : LOADED WEIGHTS: 

Weight on front Ollt 10,72 o lbs Weight on front aalt 11,490 lbl 

Weight on center axlu 13,070 Weight on center axl11 :,:,,1,0 

Weight on rear axlu 8,880 Weight an rear axl11 34,520 

Totol Empty Wtioht 32,670 lbs Total 

Figure 6. Empty tractor dimensions and weights. 

TRACTOR 

13' - e" I 
I 18' • I 3/4'' I 

1- 4'_ 4 11 

• I EMPTY WEIGHTS: 

w,toht OR front n le 10,:,20 lbl 

Weloht on rear axlu a,010 

Tot1I Empty W1IQ11t1 18,:590 lbl 

8. Time to parallel--0.6 sec; 
9. Barrier displacement--1.5 in. (3.8 cm) con

crete rail, 12 in. (30.5 cm) steel rail; 
10. Distance to parallel--35.6 ft (11.3 m) lon

gitudinal, 2.05 ft (0.65 m) lateral; 
11. Accelerometer data (located over the tractor 

tandem axles)--100 Hz low-pass maximum filter; 
12. Maximum averag~ 0.050 sec acceleration--1.68 

.9. longitudinal, 5.94 .9. lateral, 6.28 .9. resultant; and 
13. Peak acceleration--21.55 .9. longitudinal, 

19.03 .9. lateral, 31.03 .9. resultant. 

The bridge deck supporting posts 1 through 8 was 
cracked and damaged; the major portion of the damage 

Loaded W1i9ht 79,770 lbt 

I. 8 ' - I 1/2 " .I 

centered around post 4. Test results on another on
going research study have indicated the welded wire 
fabric shown by Figure 4 did not increase the deck 
or slab strength significantly. Sequential photo
graphs showing the overhead and frontal view of the 
crash test are shown in Figure 10. 

The truck was equipped with roll, pitch, and yaw 
ratP. gyros and x, y, and z accelerometers located 
above the tractor tandem wheels. Graphs of the fil
tered data from this instrumentation are presented 
in Figures 11-13. 

Other data were gathered on the truck during the 
test. Maximum roll of the tractor tandem axles was 
6 degrees from the roll rate gyros and of the 
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Figure 7. 80,000-lb truck before test. 

Figure 10. Sequential photographs of test. 

. -- . . 
. . - -

0.000 sec. 

0.116sec . 

0.302 sec . 

Figure 8. 80,000-lb truck after test. 

- , 

J..i..... 1, . . ' ~. -

f 

.-
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Figure 9. Bridge rail and truck after test. 

0.612 sec . 

o.~37 sec. 

1.096sec . 

---~.:,,. 
l .265 sec . 
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Figure 11. Vehicle longitudinal acceleration. 

Figure 12. Vehicle transverse acceleration. 

Figure 13. Roll versus 
time. 
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trailer 16.5 degrees from the high-speed film. From 
the accelerometers, the longitudinal, lateral, and 
resultant maximum average 0.050-sec accelerations 
were -1.68, 5.94, and 6.28, respectively. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

NCHRP Report 230 (]) recommends the following cri
teria for test S20 (80,000 lb/50 mph/15 degrees): 

1. Test article shall smoothly redirect the ve
hiclei the vehicle shall not penetrate or go over 
the installation. 

0.20 0.40 0.60 

2. Detached elements, fragments, or other debris 
from the test art ic:l e shall not penetrate or show 
potential for penetrating the passenger compartment 
or present undue hazard to other traffic. 

TI ME (SECONDSJ 

D 
D 

..; 
' 

According to these criteria the test was a success. 
The bridge rail contained and redirected the truck 
smoothly. The bridge rail also remained intact. 
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Impact severity as defined by the occupant flail 
space approach was also computed from the acceler
ometer data. The recommended threshold values for 
thP flail space """'luation arE> 40 ft/sE>c and ]0 
ft/sec for the longitudinal and lateral occupant im
pact velocity, and 20 S. for the highest 10 msec av
erage after contact. The computed values for this 
test were well below the recommended values. The 
longitudinal impact velocity was 7.6 ft/sec, and the 
highest 10 msec average acceleration after impact 
was 1.2 s_. The lateral impact velocity was 18.3 
ft/sec, and the highest 10 msec average acceleration 
was 3.3 s_. 

The design intent of the upper C4 rail centered 
at 51. 5 in. (131 cm) was to allow the relatively 
hard trailer floor to strike this rail and thus pro
vide a resistance to overturning by the trailer. 
The trailer actually struck this rail about 6 in. 
(15 cm) above the centroid of the floor system and 
thus was in the relatively soft sheet metal portion 
of the trailer body. Some of the 16. 5-degree roll 
angle of the trailer was thus due to this softer im
pact and some was due to the early fracture of the 
cast steel washers on the anchor bolts. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

A standard Texas traffic rail type C202 was modified 
by increasing its height and strengthened so that it 
could restrain and redirect an 80, 000-lb van-type 
truck or tractor-trailer. The modified C202 rail 
consisted of a concrete beam element 13 in. ( 33 cm) 
wide and 23 in. (58 cm) deep, mounted 36 in. (91 cm) 
high on concrete posts located at 10-ft (3.0-m) 
center-to-center spacing. The concrete posts were 7 
in. (18 cm) thick by 5 ft (1.5 m) long concrete 
walls with 5-ft (1.5-m) openings between each post. 
To increase the effective height of the bridge rail, 
a standard type C4 steel rail was mounted on top of 
the concrete rail. 

The crash test was conducted on this bridge rail 
with a 79, 770-lb ( 36 184-kg) van-type tractor
trailer impacting the rail at 49 .1 mph ( 79. 0 km/h) 
and 15 degrees. The vehicle was smoothly redi
rected. Damage to the truck and rail was moderate. 

One significant conclusion that can be deduced 
from this test is that the upper rail centered at 
51.5 in. (131 cm) probably would have performed bet
ter had it been lower and if the post anchorage cast 
steel washers had not shattered prematurely. The 
trailer roll angle (16.5 degrees) probably would 
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have been smaller. Part of the trailer roll angle 
was due to the rail contacting the soft body she.et 
metal. Had the upper rail posts been stiffer and if 
the rail had contacted the trailer floor as was the 
design intent, the trailer roll angle would have 
been reduced. Thus, some believe that a better lo
cation for the upper rail would have been at a 
height of about 51 in. ( 130 cm) rather than the 
54-in. (137-cm) height used. 

This test has shown that a bridge rail can be 
built on standard concrete decks to contain large 
van-type trucks and redirect them without rollover. 

The cost of this heavy truck bridge rail is esti
mated at about $80 to $90/linear ft. The cost of 
typical metal or concrete bridge rails now in use in 
Texas is about $25 to $35/linear ft. 
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Crash Cushion for Narrow Objects 
DEAN L. SICKING AND HAYES E. ROSS, JR. 

A crash cushion designed for narrow objects such as the end of the concrete 
safety shaped barrier is described. Features of the cushion are as follows: (a) it 
meets current safety performance standards, (b) it is constructed of readily 
available materials (steel barrels, thrie beams, steel channels, and steel cables), 
and (c) it is relatively inexpensive to install and maintain. Also presented in the 
paper are results of four full-scale vehicle crash tests conducted in accordance 
with recommended procedures in Transportation Research Circular 191. The 
crash cushion met the performance standards of the circular and NCHRP 
Report 230. 

The concrete safety shape barrier (CSSB) has gained 
widespread use in recent years and has been both a 
cost-effective and crashworthy system. When the 

barrier must be terminated within the clear zone, 
however, the exposed end poses a serious hazard to 
the motorist. Four acceptable end treatments are 
now available: 

1. Flare the barrier end out of the clear zone 
(at an acceptable flare angle) or bury the end in a 
cut slope (this option is available for roadside 
barrier application only) i 

2. Use the guardrail energy absorbing terminal 
(GREAT), which is a proprietary system; 

3. Use the median barrier breakaway cable termi
nal; and 

4. Use an approved crash cushion. 
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In many cases the barrier end cannot be flared 
out of the clear zone or buried because of roadway 
geometrics or other constraints. Although the GREAT 
system is a crashworthy crash cushion, its use has 
been limited by its relatively high cost. Similarly, 
alternative 3 has not been widely used because of 
its relatively high cost and marginal impact perfor
mance for the small car. Approved crash cushions 
are also costly and require more space than is often 
available. 

A portable crash cushion for the CSSB that is 
both inexpensive and suitable for narrow medians was 
developed recently at the Texas Transportation In
stitute (TTI) (1). This crash cushion was developed 
for use in construction zones and is made of empty 
and sand-filled steel drums that have W-beam guard
rails attached to the drums. Although this cushion 
is not suitable for permanent installations, it has 
proven the merit of a crash cushion constructed from 
empty and sand-filled steel drums. 

The objective of this research was to use the TTI 
crash cushion in the development of a crash cushion 
for the CSSB that would (a) meet nationally recog
nized impact performance standards for a permanent 
crash cushion, (b) be suitable for use in narrow 
medians and on the roadside, (c) be reasonably in
expensive to install and maintain, and (d) be con
structed of materials readily available to highway 
maintenance personnel. 

The findings of a research study conducted in 
1981 (1) are described briefly in this paper; refer 
to the report for more information. 

CRASH CUSHION DESIGN 

An impact attenuator for narrow objects must perform 
as a crash cushion if hit head-on and as a longitu
dinal barrier if hit downstream from the nose. The 
design of a system to satisfy both requirements 
presents special problems. The first function was 
achieved by the combined effect of a steel drum, 
energy-absorbing crash cushion, and a sand barrel, 
inertial cushion. This was accomplished with a 
single row of 55-gal loose-head steel drums, some of 
which were empty, some partly filled, and others 
completely filled with sand. Two 5/8-in. steel 
cables placed on each side of the row of barrels 
assist in redirecting a vehicle that impacts from 
the side. Thrie-beam fish scales distribute side 
impact forces between the drums and prevent vehicles 
that impact the side of the cushion from snagging on 
the steel drums (3). 

Details of the- crash cushion are shown in Figures 
land 2. Each drum is mounted on two C4 x 5.4 steel 
channels. The channels prevent snagging of the 
drums on the ground during head-on and side impacts. 
If the drums do not slide freely excessive stopping 
force s could be transmitted to a vehicle that im
pacts head-on or the drums could overturn during 
side impacts and caus e wheel snagging to become a 
problem. Further, the channels and false bottoms, 
placed in drums that contain less than 500 lb ( 227 
kg) of sand, raise the center of gravity of the 
system, which reduces the possiblity that the vehi
cle will push the top part of the cushion down, ride 
over the top of the cushion, and become a projectile. 

Other desirable features of the crash cushion are 
its size and construction. This crash cushion is 
only slightly wider than the CSSB and can therefore 
hP. plnr.Pd in narrow medians as well as on the road
side. It is constructed of readily available mate
rials, many of which are already used by highway 
maintenance personnel. All components of the at
tenuator can be shop-fabricated and assembled in the 
field. Repair of the device is facilitated by the 
ease with which a drum can be replaced. The sand is 
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placed in bags and can be lifted easily out of a 
damaged drum. Individual drums can be replaced 
without taking the other drums out of the device. 
For most impacts all thrie-beam fish scales and 
steel channels can be salvaged from damaged drums 
and thereby reduce material costs. Therefore, the 
crash cushion should be inexpensive to install and 
maintain. 

ANALYSIS 

The crash cushion is designed to provide a yielding 
structure for vehicles that impact the nose of the 
device. A vehicle that impacts the cushion head-on 
is decelerated smoothly by crushing the empty and 
partly filled drums and accelerating the sand-filled 
drums from rest. Head-on impact with the crash 
cushion can be analyzed by applying the laws of 
conservation of energy and momentum. 

When a vehicle impacts and crushes an empty drum 
the kinetic energy of the vehicle is reduced by the 
energy required to crush the drum. The energy re
quired to dynamically crush an 18-gauge steel drum a 
distance of 18 in. (45.7 cm) was found by Hirsch and 
Ivey (!) to be 27 kips-ft ( 36, 6 kN•m) • By applying 
the law of conservation of kinetic energy, the ve
locity change of the vehicle and the average accel
eration during the event can be estimated: 

KE; - KEd = KEr 

O.Sm Vf - KEct = 0.Sm Yf 

"avg= (Vf - Y{)/2d 

where 

d 

kinetic energy of vehicle before crush
ing a drum, 
kinetic energy of vehicle after crushing 
a drum, 
energy required to crush a drum, 

= vehicle velocity before impact, 
vehicle velocity after impact, 
mass of vehicle, 
average acceleration of vehicle during 
event, and 
distance drum is crushed. 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

When a sand-filled drum is impacted by a vehicle 
the drum is crushed approximately 6 in. and acceler
ated to the velocity of the vehicle. The change in 
vehicle velocity can be estimated by applying the 
laws of conservation of energy and momentum. The 
law of conservation of energy can be applied as 
shown previously to determine the velocity change 
when the barrel is partly crushed. The law of con
servation of momentum can be applied when a sand
filled drum is accelerated from rest, as shown in 
Equations 5 and 6. 

where 

velocity of vehicle after partly crushing 
a drum, 
velocity of vehicle after impact, 
mass of vehicle and previously impacted 
drums, and 
mass of sand-filled drum. 

(5) 

(6) 
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Figure 2. Construction details for narrow hazard crash cushion. 
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The occupant movement relative to the vehicle 
during an impact event can be estimated from the 
average acceleration, initial and final velocities, 
and travel distance of the vehicle. 

Sr= Su - ~v 

where 

aavg 

t 
sv 
so 
Vo ~ 

average vehicle acceleration 
event, 
d uration o f event, 
distance traveled by vehicle, 
movement of occupant, 
velocity of occupant (vehicle 
on initial impact), and 

during 

velocity 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(JO) 

(11) 

Sr movement of occupant relative to vehicle. 

When the sum of Sr for each impact event 
reaches 2 ft (0.61 m), the estimated occupant impact 
velocity is the difference between the initial ve
locity of the vehicle and the current velocity of 
the vehicle. The average acceleration over the 
stopping distance can also be estimated from the 
previous analysis. 

cupant impact velocities and average accelerations 
over the stopping distance are given in Table 1. As 
given in the table the predicted results correlate 
extremely well with the test results for the 2,250-
lb (1022-kg) vehicle. The results for the 4,500-lb 
( 2043-kg) vehicle are ~Q]llewhat lower than predicted 
values because an unexpectedly larqe number of the 
sand-filled drums were crushed. Although not proven 
by a test, the analysis shows that the crash cushion 
could decelerate safely an 1,800-lb (817.2-kg) vehi
cle impacting head-on at 60 mph (96.6 km/h). 

CRASH TESTS 

Four full-scale crash tests were conducted on the 
crash cn~hinn r,:;.hnwn in Fig11r ~ 1_ 'l'hf:' fir~t tf?i=;.t

examined the redirectional performance of the crash 
cushion and the other tests investigated its capac 
ity to decelerate vehicles safely to a stop. Crash 
tests were conducted according to nationally recoq
nized standards (4) and are summarized in Table 2. 
The crash cushion - was designed and testing was ini
tiated under the standards set by 'l'ransportation 
Research Circular 191 (4): however, NCHRP Report 230 
(~) was published before completion of the final 
crash tests. Although the original test matrix was 
completed, the crash tests were evaluated by stan-

Table 1. Comparison of measured and predicted occupant risk values. 

Vehicle Weight 
(lb) 

1,800 
2,250 
4,500 

aNo test conducted. 

Longitudinal Occupant 
Impact Velocity 
(ft/sec) 

Avg Acceleration over 
Stopping Distance (_ll_) 

Predicted 

36 
33 
38 

Test Result Predicted 

_.. 9 .3 
32.4 7.8 
28.0 7 .2 

Test Result 

7 .s 
5.8 
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Figure 3. Narrow hazard crash cushion as tested in test 4. 

dards set in both reports. NCHRP Report 230 requires 
an additional crash test with a mini-car, which 
could not be conducted. However, the analysis shown 
previously indicates that the test would have been 
successful. 

Test 1 

The first test evaluated the redirectional perfor
mance of the crash cushion. In this test a 4,500-lb 
(?.04~-kg) vPhirle impactea the miapoint of the cush
ion at 20 degrees and 55.3 mph (89.0 km/h). This 
test was selected to test the transition from con
t..i1-,u.uus Uu.i~-u~d111 1.ail element tu tiu:ie-beam fish 
scales. The test vehicle was redirected smoothly 
and exhibited no tendency to snag on the crash cush
ion. As given in Table 2, all occupant risk values 
and the vehicle trajectory hazard were below recom
mended values (4,5). The large lateral deflections 
given in Table 2 -were caused by longitudinal move
ment of the portable concrete barrier elements to 
which the crash cushion was attached. In a permanent 
installation the crash cushion would be attached to 
a continuous concrete barrier that cannot displace 
longitudinally. 

Figure 4 shows the test vehicle and installation 
after test 1. As shown in this figure, the damage 
to the vehicle was not severe for a test of this 
na t ure. Restoration of the crash cushion required 
replacement of " two 25-ft (7.6-ml sections of thrie 
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Figure 4. Test vehicle and installation after test 1. 

beam, five drums, and two 37.5-in. (95.3-cm) thrie
beam fish scales. This test was considered success
ful based on the safety performance and the rela
tively light damage incurred by the crash cushion. 

Test 2 examined the head-on impact behavior of the 
crash cushion. In this test a 2,410-lb (1094-kg) 
Chevrolet Vega (1976) impacted the nose of the cush
ion at O degrees and 58.7 mph (94.4 km/h). The test 
vehicle was decelerated smoothly to a stop and did 
not pitch or yaw significantly during the test. 
Occupant impact velocities and vehicle accelerations 
(see Table 2) were within acceptable limits (4,5) 
for this type of test. One thrie-beam fish scale 
was detached from the third drum and skidded along 
the ground approximately 60 ft (18.2 m). In a high
way situation this thrie-beam plate could have posed 
a hazard to other traffic. 

As shown in Figure 5 damage to the test vehicle 
was extremely light for a test of this nature. 
Figure 6 shows the crash cushion after test 2. The 
crash cushion was restored by replacement of 18 
steel drums. All other materials were salvageable. 
The test was considered successful. 

Test 3 

Test 3 evaluated the behavior of the cushion after 
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Figure 5. Test vehicle after test 2. 

Figure 6. Test installation after test 2. 

Transportation Research Record 942 

head-on impact with a large vehicle. For this test 
a 4, 500-lb ( 2043-kg) Plymouth Fury (1977) impacted 
the nose of the crash cushion head-on at 60. 5 mph 
( 97. 4 km/h) • - The test vehicle was decelerated to a 
stop smoothly ever .J. distance of 20.9 ft {C. ,., .... , 

\V• "'% Jll/ • 

The front of the test vehicle pitched up less than 5 
degrees and did not yaw significantly during the 
test. All occupant risk values (given in Table 2) 
were well below acceptable limits (4,5). A thrie
beam fish scale became detached from the third drum 
and skidded along the ground approximately 135 ft 
(41 m). 

The test vehicle, shown in Figure 7, experienced 
li']ht damag<i for ii. test of this nature. Figure 8 
shows the crash cushion after test 3. The cushion 
was heavily damaged, as would be expected from this 
test; ·however, the only unsalvageable materials were 
19 steel drums. This test was successful, with the 
exception of the thr ie-beam plate that became de
tached from drum no. 3. 

Analysis of high-speed films from test 2 revealed 
that the test vehicle's bumper impacted the leading 
thrie-beam fish scale on the upstream side of the 
treatment before the drum to which the fish scale 
was attached was impacted. Researchers concluded 
that, if the leading fish scale could be bent around 
the drum and more bolts could be placed in it, this 
fish scale would not be dislodged during the head-on 
impacts. Therefore, two additional thrie-beam fish 
scales were added to the upstream side of the crash 
cushion before test 4. One of these thrie-beam 
plates, a standard thrie-beam end shoe, was attached 
to the leading drum and bent around it. Three bolts 
were also used to attach the end shoe to the drum. 

Test 4 evaluated the crash cushion for unsymmet
rical loading at the nose. For this test a 2,335-lb 
(1060-kg) Chevrolet Vega (1975) impacted the nose of 
th<> r.r;,,ah r.,rnhinn ;it 10 d<>gr<>PR 1md 'i9.7 mph (96.l 
km/h). On impact the left front side of the test 
vehicle snagged on the nose of the cushion. The 
vehicle then yawed approximately 4 5 degrees as it 
was decelerated smoothly to rest. The longitudinal 
occupant impact velocity was 38.9 ft/sec (11.9 
m/sec), which is below the maximum recommended value 
of 40 ft/sec (12.2 m/sec). Other occupant risk 
values were also within acceptable limits (4,5). 
None of the thrie-beam fish scales became dislodged 
during this test. 

Figure 7. Test vehicle after test 3. 
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Figure 8. Test installation after test 3. 

Damage to the test vehicle was moderate, as shown 
in Figure 9. Figure 10 shows the crash cushion 
after test 4. Restoration of the crash cushion 
involved replacement of 14 steel drums. The angle 
impact test on the nose of a crash cushion is a 

Figure 9. Test vehicle after test 4. 
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Figure 10. Test installation after test 4. 

relatively new test and it is not known whether 
crash cushions tested previously could pass this 
test. Therefore, this test was considered successful 
even though the longitudinal occupant impact veloc-
ity was near the maximum acceptable limit. 

CRASH CUSHION COSTS 

Material costs and labor requirements for fabrica
tion and installation of crash cushions are given in 

Table 3. Installation costs of crash cushion. 

!tern 

Materials 
Steel drums 
Thrie beam 
Thrie-bearn end shoes 
C4 x 5.4 steel channels 
5/8-in. steel cable 
Sand bags and sand 
Miscellaneous 

Subtotal 

Labor" 
Shop fabrication, 55 person-hr 
Site instollntion, 39 pcnmn hr 
Subtotal 

Total 

aLabor costs calculated at $15 per person-hr. 

Cost($) 

66 
694 
135 
179 
161 
360 
247 

1,842 

825 
585 

1,410 

3,252 
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Table 4. Repair costs of crash cushion. 
Repaii 

Replacement of damaged drums 

Transportation Research Record 942 

Item 

Expendable material replacement, per drum 
Shop fabrication labor, jncluding matcrjal salvage, 1~3 person-hr 

Test I 
M.iteri•d replacement 
Labo,, 14.5 person-Ju· 

Total 

Test 2 
Materi,d replacement 
Labor, 38.9 person-hr 

Total 

Test 3 
MutenaJ replacement 
Labor, 41.0 person-hr 
Total 

Test 4 
Material replacement 
Labor, 30.2 person-hr 

Total 

Cost($) 

7.10 
19.50 
26.60 

3 7 5 .2 5 
217.50 

592.75 

127.80 
583.50 
711.30 

134.90 
615.00 
749 .90 

99.40 
453.00 

552.40 

Note: Labor costs calculated at $1 S per person-hr. 

Table 3. Material costs were obtained through tele
phone bjds and invoices for materials purchased 
during construction of the crash cushions. Labor 
requi r ements for fabrication were estimated from 
published productivity standards for industrial 
operations (6). Labor requirements for installation 
of crash cushions were estimated from observations 
of installation of the tested appurtenance. Material 
and labor requirements for the pavement cable anchor 
were not included in Table 3 because anchors used in 
the field w~uld differ significantly from those used 
in the test installation. 

As given in Table 3, total material costs for the 
narrow hazard crash cushion are approximately 
$1,841. Similar costs for commercial crash cushions 
are approximately $8,500. The total labor require
ments i.uL fa.bi: icai.:iou ctnU insi:allai:ion o[ this 
safety treatment are fewer than 95 person-hours. If 
labor cost is $15 per person-hour, total costs for 
the crash cushion would be approximately $3,252. 
Thus, the initial cost of the narrow hazard crash 
cushion is approximately one-third of the cost of 
commercial crash cushions. 

Estimates of repair costs for the tests conducted 
are given in Table 4. The average cost of repairing 
the barTier after tht:: four Lests was dpproximdLely 
$650. In view of the severity of the test condi
tions, this repair cost must be considered low. 
Theretore, repair costs for the crash cushion should 
be competitive with repair costs for other systems 
currently in use. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In recent years the CSSB has gained widespread ac
ceptance. A nagging problem with this barrier has 
been the serious hazard to traffic posed by th~ enn 
of the CSSB when it must be terminated within the 
clear zone. Inexpensive crash cushions are not 
currently available for the CSSB that are (a) crash
worthy for permanent installations and (b) suitable 
for use in narrow medians. Therefore, a crash cush
ion has been developed to meet the following design 
criteria: 

1. Constructed to impact performance standards 
as outlined in Transportation Research Circular 191 
(_i), 

2. Suitable for use in narrow medians and for 
roadside applications, 

3. Relatively inexpensive to install and main
tain, and 

4. Constructed of readily available materials. 

The crash cushion depicted in Figures 1 and 2 
consists of a single row of steel drums that have 
thrie-beam plates and steel cables on each side. 
Empty drums provide a yielding mechanism for head-on 
impacts and sand-filled drums aid in decelerating an 
errant vehicle smoothly. Steel cables and inertia 
of sand-filled drums provide redirective capability 
for the cushion. The narrow hazard crash cushion is 
only slightly wider than the CSSB and can be used in 
narrow medians as well as on the roadside. 

All materials used in the construction of this 
crash cushion are available commercially, and the 
compc;,.-1ents of Lllt! cu::siiiun can be shop-fabr i.cateU auU 
field-assembled. As given in Tables 3 and 4, the 
installation and maintenance costs of this crash 
cushion are relatively low compared with those for 
commercial crash cushions currently employed to 
protect the end of the CSSB. 

Successful crash tests as required by Transporta
tion Research Circular 191 (,!) have been conducted 
to verify the crashworthiness of the crash cushion. 
In the first test a large vehicle was redirected 
smoothly. In tests 2 and 3 large and small test 
vehicles impacted the crash cushion head-on and were 
decelerated smoothly to a stop. For these tests all 
occupant risk values were at or below recommended 
levels (4,5). The final test involved a small car 
im~acting the nose of the device at 10 deqrees. For 
this test the vehicle yawed approximately 45 degrees 
as it was decelerated smoothly to a stop. The aver
~g= ~~~olnr~~1~~ ~vc• thG stepping distunc~ W~3 10.5 
~ and longitudinal occupant impact velocity for this 
test was 39 ft/sec, both of which are near maximum 
acceptable limits (4,5). 

This crash cushion can be placed in narrow me
dians that could not be treated previously . The 
reduced cost associated with this cushion will allow 
placement of a safety treatment at sites where more 
expensive commercial cushions are either marginally 
or not now cost-effective. Therefore, this narrow 
hazard crash cushion should improve the level of 
highway safety. 
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Portable Traffic Barrier for Work Zones 
DEAN L. SICKING, HAYES E. ROSS, JR., D.L. IVEV, and T.J. HIRSCH 

A portable, positive construction zone barrier is described. The barrier is suit
able for use at sites where work will take as little as several hours. It is con
structed from used cars and thrie-beam guardrail. Two full-scale vehicular 
crash tests of the portable barrier are described that demonstrate its adequacy 
in terms of impact performance. The barrier can be used in construction zones 
where conventional positive barriers have been impractical. 

The number of injuries and fatalities among Texas 
highway construction and maintenance personnel has 
increased greatly during the past several years. In 
one Texas highway maintenance district traffic acci
dents have caused 39 injuries and 12 fatalities 
among highway construction and maintenance personnel 
during the past 2 years. Examination of these acci
dents has revealed that most of the injury- and 
fatality-producing accidents occurred at construc
tion sites or routine maintenance sites where all 
blocked travel lanes were to be cleared at the end 
of each work period. Normal traffic control for 
this operation includes arrow boards and cones for 
traffic channelization. Often most of the cones are 
knocked down during the course of a single work 
period. After cones have been knocked down drivers 
may be confused and return to the blocked lane. 
Errant motorists also enter work zones as a result 
of collisions with other motorists or roadside ob
jects. 

Initial efforts to reduce the number of accidents 
in these work areas included increasing the number 
of law enforcement personnel, increasing efforts to 
replace cones that had been knocked down, reducing 
the length of the work zones, and conducting the 
work only during periods of light traffic. None of 
these alternatives proved effective, however, so an 
effort was made to develop a portable, positive 
barrier for use in certain critical work zones. 

Conventional construction zone positive barriers 
include portable preca3t concrete barriers and W
beam on barrels. These barriers cannot be erected 
and removed quickly enough to allow their use in 
construction and maintenance zones where all blocked 
lanes are to be cleared at the end of each work 
period. Therefore, this research was undertaken to 
develop a truly portable positive work zone barrier 
that would be (a) portable enough for use in mainte
nance zones that are to be in place for only a few 
hours, (b) crashworthy for use in construction 
zones, and (c) relatively inexpensive to construct 
and maintain. The findings of a research study 
conducted in 1981 (1) are described in the following 
sections. 

PORTABLE CONSTRUCTION ZONE BARRIER 

A truly portable construction zone barrier can be 
brought to the work site and set up in a few min
utes. Heavy machinery or specialized equipment 
should be unnecessary because these may not be 
available at the site. The barrier must be capable 
of redirecting an errant vehicle without deflecting 
it excessively and thereby endangering workers 
standing behind the barrier. Finally, the barrier 
should be relatively inexpensive to build and main
tain. 

Researchers examined many portable construction 
zone barrier concepts before concluding that the 
used car barrier was the most promising design con
sidered. This barrier consists of a line of cars 
connected together with tow bars. The barrier is 
portable and can be driven to the work site. Special 
equipment is not required for its setup, and the 
barrier is relatively inexpensive when compared with 
other barriers considered. 

The used car barrier is shown in Figure 1 and 
described in Figures 2 and 3. The vehicles used in 

Figure 1. Used car barrier. 
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the barrier were 
station wagons. 
front suspension, 
front bumper to 

1973 and 1974 Plymouth Suburban 
These vehicles have torsion bar 
which allows the height of the 
be adjusted easily for towing. 
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the vehicles, as shown in Figure 3. The thr ie beam 

Figure 2. Construction drawing of used car barrier . 

Figu!'e 3. nP.t:1j1~ nf thrie-h111::am ~th1rhmj:lnt tn h~rrier. 
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provides a continuous, smooth surface to prevent 
impacting vehicles from snagging on the used cars. 
A hinged thrie-beam gate prevents impacting vehicles 
from snagging on the joints between barrier vehi-
cles. 
a vehicle and the thrie-beam gate rests against the 
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rear of the next vehicle. The gate is not attached 
to the rear of the next vehicle; therefore, the 
barrier can turn a corner. The thrie beam is blocked 
out 3.5 in . (8.9 cm) from the vehicles to reduce the 
possibility of wheel snag on the barrier and to 
allow the front wheels of the barrier vehicles t o 
turn. 

Three telescoping tube members (see Figures 4 and 
5) were constructed from standard schedule 40 steel 
pipe a nd a r e used to develop moment and shear capac
ity between the bare i e r vehicles . The top pho tog raph 
in F i g ure 4 is a left-s ide v iew. The bottom photo
graph is a right-side view. \ilhen the barrier is to 
be moved only one of the me mbers must be removed 
from the joint and two steel pins must be removed 
from each of the other members. Telescoping members 
are d e signed to withstand an 18-kip (80.0-kN) axle 
load before yielding begins. The yield moment of 
the car-to-car joint is approximately 50 kips-ft 
(67.8 kN•m). The vehicle bumpers were reinforced 
to develop the yield strength of the telescoping 
tube members. Figure 6 shows front (top) and rear 
( bot t o m) views of reinforcement details. As shown 
in Figur e 5, commercially ava ilable heavy-duty tow 
bars are employed to move the barrier . The tow bars 
remain in place when the barrier is put into ser
vice, thereby reducing setup time. 

The used car barrier constructed at the Texas 
Transportation Institute (TTI) consisted of five 

Figure 5. Details of barrier vehicle joints. 
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Figure 6. Bumper reinforcement details. 

vehicles. The lead car was maintained in operational 
condition and was used to tow the bacrie-r. Although 
the barrier could not be backed up, it was still 
maneuverable and had a turning rndius approximately 
twice that of a conventional automobile. The time 
required to set up the barrier is short because only 
one telescoping member and four pins must be place<;'! 
i.n p:,r:h j"in a e up time. The b:irrier was 92 in . 
( 234 cm) wide and 100 ft ( 30. 5 m) long and cost 
approximately $7,000. At a co!'lt: of $70/ft the bar
rier is inexpensive when compared with other alter
natives. 

IMPACT PERFORMANCE CRITERIA 

current test standards contained in NCHRP Report 230 
(2) recommend that temporary barriers be designed 
for impact conditions equal to those for permanent 
barriers. However, the type of barrier discussed 
here (i.e., a highly portable, relatively short, 
longitudinal barrier system) is not addressed spe
cifically in NCHRP Report 230. Preliminary analysis 
indicates that such a system would be difficult and 
impractical t o de s ign to meet permanent barrie r 
standards. Selection of crash test conditions (ve
hicle size, impact speed, and impact angle) was 
therefore made jointly by TTI and Texas State De
partment of Highways and Public Transportation 
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(TSDHPT) engineers. Factors considered in the sub
jective selection process included exposure time, 
traffic speeds in work zones, costs, and the state 
of the art for temporary barriers. As a result of 
this process thP f-PFl:f- t"'t"'\ntH+-i"na ~ o c,...,.;h,o,~ :!.~ th:: 
following section were chosen. 

ANALYSIS 

The used ar bacder: should behave similarly to the 
portable precast concrete traffic battier when it is 
impacted by an errant vehicle. Both barriers are a 
aeries of lacge rigid beams that have moment-resist
i ng jni nt11. 'l'h" \I Sad car barrier wa c therefore 
analyzed with a computer program developed to mode.l 
portable precast concrete barriers (]) . 

The algorithm used to examine impact with the 
barrier is a two-dimensional mode l designed to pre
dict bari:ier deflections and tbe forces trans mitted 
by the barrier joints . TheTefore, only impacts with 
a l arg~ , , SCO 1.., {204 3-k i veu.i.cle w~a.~ l11vt: tsti
gated because impacts with smaller vehicles would 
produce lower deflections and joint loadings. Pre
dicted barrier deflections for the i mpac t conditions 
investigated and barrier deflections for the ccash 
tests conducted ace given in Table 1. As given in 
the table , predicted barrier deflections compare 
well with test results. Further, the computer model 
predicted a barrier deflection of only 26 in. (66 
t:m} £0!:' an impact st £0 :r.ph (96. 6 km/h) an~ 25 dc-
9 rees , wh ich is a small deflection for a test o! 
this sever ty. Therefore, the barrier is acceptable 
for use in place o·f conventional construction zone 
barriers . 

TEST RESULTS 

Two full-scale crash tests were conducted on the 
used car barrier (see Figure 7). The tests conducted 
were designed to evaluate the limits of the bar
rier 's performance. Impact with small vehicles was 
not investi~ated because barrier performance is 
similar to that of the thrie-beam guardrail for 
small-vehicle and low-angle impacts. The impact 
point for both tests was upstream from the last 
joint between the barrier vehicles. This point of 
impact should cause maximum barrier de£lection and 
give the greatest possibility of joint failure and 
vehicle snag on the barrier. The tests are sum
marized in Table 2. 

In the first test a 4,500-lb (2043- kg) vehicle im
pacted a t 51.7 mph (83.2 km/ h) and 7 ilPg~""" • The 
test vehicle was redirected smoothly and exhibited 
no tendency to become snagged on the barrier. As 
the data given in Table 2 indicate, all occupant 

Table 1. Barrier deflections. 

Impact Impact 
Velocity Angle 
(mph) (degree) 

50 7 
50 15 
60 15 
60 25 

aCrash test not conducted. 

Max . Barrier Deflection 
(in.) 

Predicted Actual 

0.5 2.0 
10.0 7.2 
15.0 a 

26.0 - a 
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Figure 7. Used car barrier test configuration. 

Table 2. Summary of crash tests. 

Item Test I Test 2 

Impact speed (mph) 51.7 48 .3 
Impact angle (degrees) 7 15 
Exit angle (degrees) 2 2 
Barrier displacement (in.) 2 7.2 
Occupant impact velocity (ft/sec) 

Longitudinal 10.9 12.1 
Lateral 0 0 

Occupant ridedown acceleration (~) 
Longitudinal 2.8 8.66 
Lateral 0 0 

Vehicle damage classification 
Traffic Accident Damage Scale IORFQI I0RFQ3 
Vehicle Damage Index lORFMWI I0RFMW3 

risk values and the vehicle trajectory hazard were 
well below recommended values (2). 

Figure 8 shows the test vehicle and barrier after 
test 7. As shown in this figure, damage to the test 
vehicle was limited to sheet metal deformations. 
The barrier sustained no visible damage and was 
driven from the test site. Barrier displacement was 
limited to 2 in. Test 1 was considered successful 
because damage to the test vehicle was light and 
damage to the barrier was negligible. 

Test 2 

In test 2 a 4,500-lb (2043-kg) vehicle impacted the 
barrier at 48.3 mph (77.7 km/h) and 15 degrees. The 
vehicle damage from test 1 was light, so the same 
vehicle was used in test 2. The test vehicle was 
redirected smoothly and, as the data given in Table 
2 indicate, occupant risk values and the vehicle 
trajectory hazard were below recommended limits 
(~) • Note that no lateral occupant impact occurred 
during the 3 sec for which accelerometer data were 
analyzed. Maximum barrier deflection was limited to 
8.4 in. 

The test vehicle (see Figure 9) was damaged only 
lightly. Barrier damage (see Figure 10) was limited 
to minor deformations in the thrie-beam rail and the 
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Figure 8. Test vehicle and barrier after test 1. 

Figure 9. Test vehicle after test 2. 

barrier vehicle sheet metal. The barrier was driven 
from the test site, and no barrier repair was re
quired. This test was also considered successful. 
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Figure 10. Used car barrier after test 2. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The number of injuries and fatalities among Texas 
highway construction and maintenance personnel has 
increased significantly in recent years. Investiga
t i on of the problem revealed that much of this i n
crease resulted from accidents at short-duration 
construction and maintenance zones, and the only 
practical solution was t o empl oy positive, h;;rders 

at these sites. None of the const r uction zone bar
riers currently in use can be installed and removed 
quickly enough for use at short-duration construc
tion sites. Therefore, a. truly portable positive 
construction zone barrier has been developed that is 
(a) portable enough for use in maintenance zones 
that are to be in place for only a few hours, (bl 
crashworthy for use in construction zones, and (cl 
relatively inexpensive to construct and maintain. 

The used car barrier consists of a line of used 
cars with thrie-beam guardrail attached to each 
side. Telescoping tube members provide moment ca
pacity in the joints and hinged thrie-beam gates 
provi de a smooth redirecting surface between barrier 
vehicles. The lead vehicle is maintained operational 
and can be used to tow the barrier. 

The barrier was crash tested successfully with a 
4, 500-lb ( 2043-kg) vehicle at an impact speed of 
48. 3 mph (77. 7 km/h) at an angle of 15 degrees. 
Bar rie!'.' defle c t ion for this test was 8.4 in. (21 
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cm) • Computer simulation of an impact at 60 mph 
( 9 6 . 6 km/h) and 25 d egrees with a 4,500-lb ( 20 43-kg) 
vehicle predicted only 26 in. (66 cm) of barrier 
deflection. 

The used c ar bar rier was constructed for testing 
at a cost of approximately $70/ft of barrier. No 
barrier r epairs were required subs equent to the two 
crash tests conducted; therefore, the barrier s hould 
be inexpensive both to construct and to maintain. 
The ba rr ier c an be p laced on e ithe r a tangent or in 
a t ransition zone (see Figures 11 and 1 2). Figure 
12 shows photographs of a bar r ier in use on Housto n 

Figu re 11. Applications of used car barrier, 

SHOULDER OR RAIL 

ARROW TRUCK 

_ _ ___ _ ___ ___ SccclcclOccUc,LO ER OR RAIL 

Figure 12. Used car barrier in use et maintenance site. 
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freeways. The bar.rie r was used at several test 
sites after the study was compl eted, and it has 
performed well accord ing to TSDHPT engineers. 

The used car barrier can be used to protect high
way construction and maintenance personnel at work 
sites where conventional positive construction zone 
barriers are impractical. It can be set up and 
removed quickly enough to be used when maintenance 
is scheduled to take only a few hours. The used car 
barrier should therefore reduce injury and fatality 
rates among highway construction and maintenance 
personnel. 
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Crash Tests of Portable Concrete Median Barrier for 
Maintenance Zones 

JANS. FORTUNIEWICZ, JAMES E. BRYDEN, AND RICHARD G. PHILLIPS 

An 8-ft version of New York's standard 20-ft portable barrier was evaluated 
through full-scale crash tests. The 8-ft barrier is both shorter and more port
able than the standard concrete median. It employs the basic Now Jersey 
shape and New York's pin-connected joints but is not connected to the pave
ment. Four full-scale crash tests were performed with 2,250- and 4,500-lb 
sedans at about 60 mph and 15- or 25-degree angles. Test results were gen
erally good in terms of vehicle accelerations and occupant-vehicle impact 
velocities. Lateral barrier movement was similar to that experienced with the 
20-ft barrier sections. Vehicle reactions were somewhat violent, especially in 
the 25-degree impacts, which demonstrates the severity of high-angle impacts 
with rigid barriers. Smooth barrier surface textures appear to be important 
for minimizing vehicle roll angles. Performance of 8-ft barriers appears com
parable to that of the 20-ft lengths now in use. 

Research reported by New York State in 1980 (l) dem
onstrated that a portable concrete barrier with 
20-ft sections is suitable for use on construction 
projects. A similar use of portable concrete median 
barrier (CMB) by state maintenance forces could im
prove safety in work zone situations for both state 
forces and the motoring public. Some drawbacks of 
the standard 20-ft CMB, as noted by the New York 
State Department of Transportation's (NYSDOT) High
way Maintenance Division, are its size, weight, and 
requirements for handling equipment. A standard 
20-ft long section weighs about 8,000 lb and must be 
set in place by a crane. Maintenance forces often 
have only light equipment available to move and set 
barriers, and the amount of heavy equipment that 
would be required to move and set a 20-ft CMB is un
available. The Highway Maintenance Division sug
gested 8-ft sections, weighing about 3,200 lb each, 
for full-scale crash tests to determine the perfor
mance on impact of the shorter barrier. Verifica
tion of adequate performance of the shorter sections 
of temporary CMB would permit their use in an antic
ipated major bridge rehabilitation program during 
the next decade and in other maintenance work zones 
where a positive temporary barrier is warranted. 

METHODOLOGY AND DESCRIPTION OF BARRIER 

Four full-scale tests were conducted to determine 
the performance of 8-ft sections of portable CMB 
with New York State's standard pinned connection 
(Figure 1). Evaluation parameters included vehicle 
redirection and impact severity, barrier damage, and 
barrier movement. Testing details were taken from 
Transportation Research Circular 191 (ll• Data 
analysis and reporting procedures were subsequently 
revised to reflect the requirements specified in 
NCHRP Report 230 (]), 

The test matrix was composed of longitudinal bar
rier length-of-need tests designated in NCHRP Report 
230 as nos. 10 and 11, Two strength tests were per
formed--one with and one without added joint re
straints--and impact severity tests were performed 
on both smooth- and rough-textured barriers. This 
test matrix was sufficient to determine if the 
shortened version of the portable CMB would perform 
satisfactorily and to find any drawbacks because of 
the smaller mass of each unit. 

In all tests the barrier was the basic New Jersey 
shape as used for the current standard New York bar
rier (standard sheet 619-3R2), following reinforce
ment recommendations by Southwest Research Institute 
(4). Except for section length and minor adjust
ments in reinforcing detail, the revision was iden
tical to New York's current standard. The barrier 
installation consisted of 20 sections of 8-ft bar
riers, placed in a straight line and anchored by 
three steel pins into the pavement at the first and 
last section. Joints were secured by connection 
keys. For one of the four tests, sections were 
pulled to remove any slack in . the joints, and port
land-cement mortar was packed into the bottom of the 
joint to restrain movement during impact. The test 
sections were placed on an asphalt pavement to simu
late typical field installations. The 8-ft sections 
were delivered with a rough-brushed surface texture 
which the fabricator had applied to cover minor air 
voids. For the final test, two 20-ft barrier sec-
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Figure 1. Portable CMB details. 
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tions with a smooth surface texture were substituted 
in the impact zone to determine the effect of the 
rough surface on vehicle redirection . Because the 
first three tests on the 8-ft sections demonstrated 
that the 8- and 20-ft sections performed about the 
same in terms of lateral barrier deflection, dif
ferences in the fourth test could be attributed to 
surface texture. 

RESULTS 

Results of the four full-scale crash tests of the 
8-ft-long portable CMB are summarized in Table 1. 
Lateral movement is summarized in Table 2. The 
total barrier joints affected by impacts in both 
lateral and longitudinal directions are summarized 
in the table below. Note that in test 44 the vehi
cle had post-impact contact with the barrier along 
the top edge; the barrier was anchored at the up
s tr e arn and downstream ends. In test 46 the joints 
were grouted. In test 47 two 20-ft sections were in 
the impact zone. 

Total Joints DiSElaced 
Test Longitudinal Lateral 
4T"" 16 7 
45 6 4 
46 9 8 
47 7 4 

In the first test (no. 44), a 4,300-lb Plymouth 
sedan hit the CMB installation 58.0 ft from the be
ginning at 64.9 mph and 27.1 degrees. On impact the 
vehicle's right side immediately climbed to the CMB 
top, the hood opened, and the vehicle pitched up -8 
degrees and deflected the barrier about 17. 0 in. 
Pe ak s.'s were 14.2 longitudinal and 18.9 lateral, 

with peak 50-msec averages of 7.2-.9. longitudinal and 
8.6-s. lateral. The vehicle was redirected, but, be
cause it was at a high roll angle of -54 degrees 
left and had its underside ag~in~t the harrier, re
direction was not smooth. The vehicle contacted the 
barrier a number of times and the right-rear tire 
caught behind the barrier top when its right side 
came down. The left-front tire directed the vehi
cle's front away from the barrier initially, with a 
10-degree left exit angle, but, whe n the damaged 
right-front tire recontacted the g r ound, the front 
end pitched down to a maximum of +23 degrees and in
creased its deceleration. The rear end lifted and 
the vehicle rolled right 180 degrees, yawed 90 
degrees left about its fron t end, and came to rest 
on its roof. 

Vehicle damage was severe--the roof and hood were 
dented, front suspension was heavily damaged, the 
frame was damaged, the right-side sheet metal was 
damaged, and both right. i: i ces were blown. Roof 
crush was probably exaggerated because the targets 
concentrated the impact in the center of the roof. 
Barrier damage was moderate and consisted mostly of 
scratches and spalled areas. Section 7 had a 
cracked base and sections 8 and 9 had hairline 
cracks in the backside surfaces (Figure 2). 

In the second test (no. 45), a 2,175-lb Vega im
pacted the CMB installation 54.0 ft from the begin
ning at 65.5 mph and 16.1 degrees. The vehicle's 
right side immediately climbed to the CMB top and 
pitched up -2 degrees. The barrier was deflected 
2.75 in. The right-front tire blew out and the 
steering and suspension were damaged on impact, 
Peak .9.'s were 11.4 longitudinal and 10,5 lateral 
with peak 50-msec averages of 5.6-.9. longitudina l and 
6.8-.9. lateral. The vehicle was redirected with an 
exit angle of 5 degrees left and maximum pitch down 
of +8 degrees, with a maximum roll left of -64 de-

iiil 

... 
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Table 1. Test results. 
Item Test 44 Test 45 Test 46 Test 47 

Impact conditions 
Speed (mph) 64.9 65.5 61.1 61.4 
Angle (nominal) 25.0 15.0 25.0 15.0 
Angle (measured from film) 27.l 16.1 25.2 15.2 
Vehicle weight (lb) 4300 2175 4350 2175 
Point of impact" 58.0 54.0 54.5 53.0 
Exit angle 10.0 5.0 8.0 5.0 
Exit speed (mph) 30.8 55 .4 45.3 53.2 
Max roll (degree) -54.0b - 64.0 -42.0 -J 1.0 
Max pitch (degree) +23.0 +8.0 +10.0 +3.0 
Max yaw (degree) +90.0 0.0 +270.0 0.0 

Barrie1 length (ft) 160.0 160.0 160.0 160.0 
Contact distance (ft)' 16.0 22.0 20.5 29.0 

Initial total distance 80.0 70.0 
Time (msec) 1,458d 287 1,790d 206 

Barrier deflection (in.) 17.00 2.75 6.75 3.50 
Accelerations (g) 

50-msec avg 
Longitudinal 7.2 5.6 5.6 3.5 
Lateral 8.6 6.8 6.1 7.5 

Max peak 
Longitudinal 14.2 11.4 12.7 7 .9 
Lateral 18.9 10.5 10.5 JU 

Occupant impact velocity (ft/sec) 
Longitudinal , 2 .0 ft 24.1 16.7 21.6 -e 

Lateral, 1.0 ft 19.2 13.6 17 .6 15. 3 
Occupant ridedown acceleration 

Longitudinal , I 0-msec avg (g) 6.0 3.3 5.0 -· Lateral, l 0-msec avg (g) 7.4 7 .9 5.7 6.0 

Notes: Test 44 - Ungrouted joints, Test 45-Ungrouted joints, T~st 46-Grouted joints, and Test 47-Two 
smooth-faced 20-ft sections in impact zone, ungrouted join ls. 

a forom beginning of installation. 

bVehicle rolled+ I 80 degrees after leaving barrier. 

clnitial impact contact distance, not counting lateral contact. 

dFrom first contact to last contact with barrier. 

eOccupant impact did not occur; maximum occupant velocity rnlalive to vehicle was 7.5 ft/sec. 

Table 2. CMB lateral movement. 

Base Movement (in .)" 

Test 44 Test 45 Test 46b Test 47' 

Joint Upstream Downstream Upstream Downstream Upstream Downstream Upstream Downstream 

I 
2 
3 
4 -1.0 -0 .5 +0.5 

5 -2.5 -2.75 

6 -6.0 - 6.0 - l.75 -2.00 -4.5 -4.5 - 2.0 -2.5 

7 -13 _5 - 13 .75 -2 .75 - 2.75 -6.75 -6.5 -3.5 -2.75 

8 -17.0 -17 .0 - I.75 -1.75 -6.75 -6.75 +0.5 
9 -13 .25 -12.5 - 0 .50 -a.so -5 .00 -5.00 

10 -4.5 -4.5 -3.0 -3.0 

11 +1.5 +l 0 -1.0 -I.SO 
12 +2.0 +2.0 
13 
14 

Notes: In tests 45, 46, and 47 impact occurred between jojnls 6 and?. ln test 44 impact occurrecl between joints 7 and 8. 
3

Movement is displacemt!nt from original position: - means away from traffic , and+ means toward traffic; all measurements to the base made from 
reference marks of original position on pavement . 

bGrouted joints. 

cTwo 20-ft sections in impact zone, 

g rees. The vehicle would have rolled over had not 
the 1-in. 2 data cable bar mounted on the rear con
tacted the ground and acted as a counterforce to itf 
roll. After leaving the barrier, tt,e full weight of 
the vehicle came down on the left side, the right 
side recontacted' the ground, and the damaged front 
end caused the vehicle to swerve to the left, where 
it was stopped by a cable and safety fence. 

Vehicle damage was moderate--the steering and 

front suspension were damaged, the right-front tire 
was blown, the front end and right side had sheet
metal damage, and the right-hand edge of the wind
shield was cracked. Barrier damage was only cos
metic, such as scratches and tire marks. 

In the third test (no. 46), a 4, 350-lb Chevrolet 
sedan i mpacted the CMB installation (w ith grouted 
joints) 54 . 5 ft from the beg i nning at 61. l mph and 
25 degrees. On impact its right side c limbed to the 
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Figure 2. Barrier damage from test 44 (left) and test 46 (right). 

CMD top, the vehicle l'itched up -5 degrees, and the 
barr i er was deflected 6.75 in. Peak .9.'s we re 12.7 
longitudinal and 10.5 laterai, with peak 50-mseo 
average:;; of 5. 6-.9. longitudinal and 6 . l-.9. lateral. 
The vehicle was redirected with an exit a ng le of 8 
degrees left and a maximum roll of -42 de.grees 
left. The right-rear tire caught behind the barrier 
as the vehicle lost roll angle, which caused its 
weight to be s hifted to the left-front tire with a 
maximum pitch down of +10 deg rees and yawed it to 
the left. The rear end o f the vehicle i:emained on 
the barrier while yaw increased and the roll changed 
to the right. The damaged right-front tire and sus
pension wRrP hro•1')h do wn t o t he ground, the vehicle 
decelerated further, and yaw increased. The rear 
end of the vehicle reached the end of the barr i e r 
installation and came off the barrier then bounced 
on the ground and continued to yaw untii it was 
stopped by the cable and safety fence with a maximum 
yaw of +270 degrees left. 

Vehicle damage was severe; the front and rear 
suspension were particularly affected. Both right 
tires were blown, the front sheet metal and bumper 
were damaged, and the windshield was cracked. Bar
rier damage (Figure 2) was moderate, including 
scratches, gouges, hairline cracks, a nd broken 
corners. 

For the last test a smooth-finish barrier face 
was used instead of the rough hand-finished texture 
that was supplied by the precasting company and used 
in the first three tests . Because the 8-ft sections 
on hand had a rough-textured finish, two 20-ft CMB 
sections left over from previous tests were used for 
test 47 in the i mpact area to determine if surface 
textu.re affected ve hicle roll. Ri gh roll angles 
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were observed in the first three tests. The angles 
seemed to relate to the rapid front tire climb after 
barrier contact. Barrier deflections recorded in 
the first three tests were sufficient for ~valuation 
of the 8-ft CMB sections, and lateral barrier de
flection appeared similar to that of the 20-ft sec
t ions tested earlier. 

I n test 47 a 2,175-lb Vega impacted the CMB in
stall at i on ~3.0 ft f r om the beg i nning at 61.4 mph 
and 15.2 degrees. On impact the vehicle climbed the 
barrier, but this time only halfway up, and pitched 
up less tha n - 3 degrees . Maximum roll was -11 de
grees right, and it was redirected quite smoothly. 
Peak .9.' s were 7. 9 longitudinal and 11. l lateral; 
peak 50-msec averages were 3. 5- s_ longitudinal and 
7. 5-.9. lateral. A maximum pitch of +3 degrees down 
p receded its less o f c ontact with th e hurrie r. Th e 
vehicle left the barr ier 82 ft fr om the beginning a t 
an exit angle of 5 degrees left. No yaw was ob
servea ana the vehicle continued i ts exi t ,m t i l 

stopped by safe ty cables. 
Vehicle damage was mode rate , mostly involving 

sheet metal and the front suspension and steering. 
The barrier was not damaged except fo r scratc hes and 
tire marks. Deflection was measured as 3.5- in. 
maximum. 

DI SCUSSION AND FINDINGS 

Several advantages are offered by 8-ft barrier sec
tions comparea with the now-standard 20-ft sec
tions. In addition to improved ease of handling 
because of shorter length and lighter weight, the 
8-ft barrier sections can also provide better con
formity with uneven pavement. However, before 
shorter sections could be used, it was necessary to 
ensure that barrier performance was not affected 
adversely by the shorter sections and to determine 
their def l ection on impact. 

Earlier work by Ivey (5) predicted that de flec
tions would be similar for- the two section lengths; 
however, the 20-ft sections were expected to deflect 
slightly more than shorter ones, provided that bar
rier unit weight remained constant. Table 3 com
pares lateral deflections for tests with both the S
and 20-ft sections. In test 17 compared with test 
44, with ungrouted joints, the 8-ft sections de
flected only 1 in. more, although impact speed was 
12 mph greater. In test 18 compared with 46, with 
grouted joints , the 8-ft sections deflected less 
than the 20-ft sections, although impact speed was 6 
mph h igher= Tests 44 and 16 also rGconfirmed the 
value of pulling the joints tight and packing with 
grout to reduce joint deflection. 

=i'h t: a uc cen t Uesiyn Oeiieccion aiscances for £U-ft 
sections and impact conditions of 4,500-lb sedans at 
60 mph and 2 5 aLe 11 and 16 
and ungrouted joints, respectively. 

if1. [oc ycouted 
Based on these 

Table 3. Comparison of lateral barrier deflections for 20- and 8-ft section 
lengths. 

Impact Conditions 

Vehicle Barrier 
Weight Speed Angle Length Deflection 

Tes t (lb) (mph) (•) (ft) (in .) 

n• 4,250 53 25 20 16 
1s• 4,230 55 25 20b II 
44 4,300 65 27 8 17 
46 4,350 61 25 8b 6.75 
45 2,1 75 66 16 8 2.75 
47 2, 175 61 15 20 3.50 

3From Hah n and Bryd en (!). bCrout ed. 
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tests, the use of the same design deflections for 
any section lengths between 8 and 20 ft appears to 
be conservative. Although some small refinement in 
these deflection values might be possible, any such 
change would probably be no more than a few inches 
and thus does not justify additional testing for 
such a small refinement. Finally, comparison of 
tests 45 and 47 confirms that substitution of the 
20-ft sections in the final test had only a minimal 
effect on barrier deflection. 

NCHRP Report 230 (]) provides the current evalua
tion er iter ia to which this barrier's performance 
was compared in Table 4. Portable CMB has generally 
met structural adequacy er i ter ia when strong joint 
connections were used between sections, and these 
8-ft sections also proved adequate. Criterion A, 
which requires vehicle redirection, and criterion D, 
which prohibits barrier fragments, were both met by 
this barrier, although redirection trajectory was 
not smooth for the two large-sedan tests. In addi
tion, in both of the large car tests, the vehicles 
protruded behind the top of the barrier, which might 
result in a hazard if workers or equipment were lo
cated near the back of the barrier. However, these 
reactions are typical of other crash tests of con
crete barrier, in terms of both vehicle trajectory 
and protrusion behind the barrier (J,~,]), and point 
out the desirability of limiting this barrier to 
locations where high-angle, high-speed impacts are 
unlikely. 

Table 4. Comparison of test results to evaluation 
criteria in NCHRP Report 230. Evaluation Factor 

Structmal adequacy 
A 
D 

Occupant risk 
E 
F 

Occupant impact velocity 
Longitudinal 
Lateral 

Ride<lown acceleration 
Longitudinal 
Lateral 

Vehicle trajectory 
1-J 
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In terms of occupant risk, CMB has also often 
resulted in marginal results for high-speed and 
high-angle collisions, and these tests are no excep
tion. Criterion E limits vehicle roll, pitch, and 
yaw, but three of these four tests were marginal be
cause of high roll or yaw. Only the fourth, which 
was a 15-degree impact against the smooth-faced bar
rier, resulted in a smooth vehicle trajectory. 

Figure 3 compares the results of similar impacts 
in tests 45 and 47 by using nearly identical vehi
cles and impact conditions. In test 45 a -64-degree 
roll resulted on the rough barrier face, which ap
peared to promote severe wheel climb. On the smooth 
barrier face in test 47 roll was limited to only -11 
degrees. In test 45 the impacting front wheel 
climbed at a 30-degree angle nearly to the top and 
then at a flatter angle to the top of the barrier. 
In test 47 the wheel climb angle was only 22 degrees 
and ended well below the top of the barrier. 

Other possible causes have also been suggested 
for the difference in vehicle roll between these 
tests in addition to barrier surface texture. Al
though in test 45 speed and angles were slightly 
more severe than those in test 4 7, this difference 
would not seem to cause such a large increase in ve
hicle climb. Differential barrier tipping, which 
might vary with section length, could also be ex
pected to influence vehicle climb. Close examina
tion of the test films, however, revealed no measur
able barrier rotation in the vertical plane in any 

Test 44 Test 45 

Marginal3 OK 
OK OK 

Not good Marginal 
Not good Marginal 

_ b OK 
b OK 

_b OK 
_ b OK 

OK OK 

Test 46 

Marginal" 
OK 

Marginal 
Marginal 

b 

b 

OK 

Test 47 

OK 
OK 

OK 
OK 

OK 
OK 

OK 
OK 

OK 

aVchicle w.is redirected, but trajectory was not smooth. 

Figure 3. Vehicle roll and wheel climb in test 45, 
with rough surface texture (above) and test 47 with 
smooth surface texture (below). 

bThese evaluation criteria were not evuluated for strength tests. 
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of the four tests . Analysis of t he g eome t ry o f this 
joint detail r e ve als t ha t the maximum possibl e dif
ferential barrie r rotation is about 2.5 degrees for 
this design. Thus, a smooth barrier face is desir
able to lim i t whP~l r.l im~ ~!'_0 !:~~12.lti~'; "s"~~icl.~ =~!!. 

In Table 1 all four tests, even with the more 
severe 25-degree impacts, are within the i:-ecommended 
occupant impact velocities and ridedown decelera
tions in criterion F. However, lateral 50-msec 
average decelerations somewhat exceeded the recom
mended values from Circular 191 (_~). For the 25-
degree impacts, those criteria are not generally 
expected to apply because of the increased impact 
severity. For the 15-deQrf!f! i mp11c,ts, however, the 
values of 6.8 and 7.5 ~ exceeded the recommended 5.0 
~- Although decelerations could be expected to be 
somewhat lower if impact speeds had not exceeded 60 
mph, these i.eal still point out the s everity of 
impacts with barr ier s as rigid as portable CMB . 

NCHRP vehicle trajectory cri teria we r e gene rally 
met by these tests. The vehicl ei; rema! ned r l.osP t.n 
the barrier after impact, thus satisfying criterion 
H. Because the vehicles did not intrude into ad
jace nt lanes, criterion I, relating to velocity 
change and departure angle, does not apply. 

Except for the upstream and downstream terminals, 
none of these barrier sections was connected to the 
pavement. The in-text table confirms that only a 
short barrier length was moved laterally (72 ft in 
the extreme cases), and only 120 ft exPerienced 
slight longitudinal movement. Thus, for installa
tions where the design lateral deflections can be 
tolerated, the data in this t able confirm t hat pin
ning the barrier to the pavement is not necessary 
even with 8-ft section lengths. 

Based on the results of these full-scale tests, 
the following findings can be stated. 

1. Portable CMB that meet New York's standard 
design criteria and use 8-ft section lengths pro
vided performance comparable with that of 20-ft 
lengths. 

2. Barrier surface texture should be as smooth 
as possible to reduce front-tire climb and resulting 
high roll angles. 

3. Portable 8-ft CMB sections using New York's 
pinned connected joints are an effective positive 
barrier for impact conditions of 4,500 lb, 60 mph, 
and 25 degrees, although smooth redirection cannot 
be ensured for 60-mph, 25-degree impacts, and the 
vehicle may i n t.r ude behind the barrier during redi
rection in these severe impacts. 

4e Lateral barrier deflections for the 8-ft sec
t i ons were similar to those for the 20-ft sect i ons; 
therefore, the same des ign deflections can be used 
for ~ny section lengLhs between 8 and 20 ft. 

5. Barrier deflection and corner damage were 
reduced by pulling the joints tight and grouting the 
lower 6 in. of joint, front and rear. 

6. Pinning intermediate barrier sections to the 
pavement is not necessary unless small lateral de
flections are required. 
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Box-Beam Guardrail Terminal Section 

EUGENE L. MARQUIS AND ROBERT T. PETERSON 

North Dakota and several other states use the type G3 box-beam roadside bar
rier with modifications. The box beam has been chosen because of its narrow 
profile and low resistance to wind forces and the low probability of causing 
snow and sand drifts. There is no acceptable narrow profile end treatment and 
the North Dakota State Highway Department was seeking a simple and inex
pensive treatment that would eliminate or reduce the probability of a vehicle 
ramping or rolling, or the rail end from penetrating the vehicle. Full-scale 
crash testing by the Texas Transportation Institute (TTI) for the North Dakota 
State Highway Department indicates that an acceptable solution has been de
veloped. A 7 in. x 60 ft long American Standard Channel was used in the de
sign of the end treatment. A 25 ft-6 in . (7,8 m) portion of a channel was 
twisted with a permanent 90-degree twist so that the web would be vertical at 
the first post and horizontal at the foundation with the flanges pointing down. 
This section was pushed to the ground, offset away from the traffic, and at
tached to a concrete footing centered 24 ft (7.3 m) from the first post. The 
remaining 34 ft-6 in. (10.5 m) of channel extended downstream to a splice 
with the standard box beam. The post at the beginning of the length of need 
was a brittle 6 in. x 6 in. (140- x 140-mm) wood post. All other posts were 
S3 x 5.7 steel. Beveled blocks were attached to each post holding up the chan
nel. A wire clip was used to hold the rail laterally to the wood post. 

Some states have used the box-beam roadside barrier 
for many years (1). Many of these states are in the 
northern portion of the United States in hilly and 
mountainous areas where limited barrier deflections 
under impact are considered advantageous and where 
the problem of snow drifts caused by an obstacle in 
the path of the wind exists. Taking these factors 
into consideration the North Dakota State Highway 
Department (NDSHD) therefore elected to develop, 
with the assistance of the Texas Transportation In
stitute (TTI), a guardrail terminal for a box beam. 

The first attempt was simply to slope down and 
flare a section of box beam. This method was not 
successful. NDSHD then selected from several op
tions a terminal whose primary member was a standard 
rolled steel channel C7 x 9. 8. This section is 1 
in. (25 mm) deeper than the box beam and easily fits 
over the box beam. A terminal that is constructed 
of this rail will meet federal requirements con
tained in Transportation Research Circular 191 (1). 

BOX-BEAM GUARDRAIL TERMINAL SECTION 

A North Dakota box-beam terminal section with 
flared, turned-down end treatment was to be tested. 
This design varied slightly from the standard in 
that the three posts originally proposed between the 
anchor and first full-height post at 24 ft (7.32 m) 
were removed and the rail was attached to the next 
seven posts with two 3/8-in. bolts. The rail was 
installed on S3 x 5.7 posts. 

These modifications were made to preclude launch
ing and rollover of the vehicle as a result of lon
gitudinal impacts with the turned-down section. The 
modifications were partly suggested by tests of rail 
terminal treatment conducted in 1977 and 1978 
(3,4). When this treatment failed to work, it was 
d;cided to use a different type of rail for the ter
minal section instead of the original box beam. Im
portant factors in selecting the rail section for 
end treatment were the smoothness and depth of the 
rail, both of which are important factors in reduc
ing the buildup of drifting snow. The final design 
selected for full-scale testing is shown in Figure 
1. Because the W-section had been crash tested suc
cessfully, a smooth shallow section with similar 
structural characteristics was selected for the end 

treatment, a C7 x 9.8. This channel is slightly 
weaker in bending about both axes than the W-beam, 
though more stable. It has more cross-sectional 
area, which makes it stronger in tension and about 
12 times stronger in torsion. The C7 x 9.8 was used 
to replace the first 58.5 ft (17.8 m) of box beam. 
From a review of previous testing programs (3,4), 
the researchers determined that the first post 
needed to be brittle, and a 6 x 6 in. (140 x 140 mm) 
treated wood post was chosen. Next it was decided 
that the second post should be at least 12 ft (3.66 
m) from the first post to prevent the second post 
from tripping an impacting vehicle, as in test 1. 
The remaining posts were the standard S3 x 5. 7. A 
tapered wood block covered with sheet metal was 
added to ea~h post supporting th~ channel rail. The 
channel was attached only to the first post by a 
clip, as shown in Figure 1. The connection between 
the channel and box beam was made to function like a 
vertical hinge without sacrificing longitudinal 
strength. The first 18 ft (5.5 m) of box beam also 
was hinged in its vertical direction to allow the 
rail to be depressed downward with a small vertical 
load. The connection to the posts in this first 
section of box beam was with a 3/16-in. bolt. With 
these bolts removed the rail will drop down when the 
turned-down segment is struck by a vehicle and allow 
the vehicle to pass over the rail for a controlled 
penetration. 

The action of this modified rail terminal is sim
ple. When a vehicle tire or bumper pushes down on 
the turned-down terminal, the rail will quickly drop 
from the first eight posts. This allows the vehicle 
to pass over the rail without the violent ramping 
effect produced by a rigid turned-down terminal. If 
the vehicle bumper engages the rail at the length
of-need and pushes it laterally against the backup 
blocks on the posts, the rail is held at the proper 
height and the vehicle is redirected. The backup 
block resists the downward tension force component 
of the turned-down terminal. The sheet metal cover
ing on the backup blocks is important in that it al
lows the channel to slip off the block. 

CRASH TESTS 

Six full-scale crash tests were conducted from July 
1979 to June 1980 on modified designs of a box-beam 
guardrail. The test conditions and results are 
given in Table i and are discussed in detail in the 
following pages. 

A 250-ft (76.2-m) section of standard North Da
kota ;:,ox-beam guardrail was constructed at the TTI 
Research Center. The site was prepared according to 
specifications in Transportation Research Circular 
191 (]) by digging out the space for the posts and 
replacing the soil with crushed stone that meets the 
requirements of Circular 191 for the soil foundation 
for longitudinal barrier posts. The basic rail was 
similar to the AASTHO G-3 rail except that the wall 
thickness was 0.250 in. (6.35 mm) rather than the 
usual 0.180 in. (4.57 mm). 

Test 1 was conducted by using a box-beam drop
down as an extension of a North Dakota standard box
beam guardrail. This test was unsuccessful in that 
the vehicle was partly redirected, vaulted, and 
rolled. A detailed review of test 1 led to the 
final recommended design shown in Figure 1. The 
principal changes involved changing the first 56 ft 
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Figure 1. Modified turned down end using standard C-section. 
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(17.1 ml of rail started at the upstream anchor from 
box beam to C7 x 9.8 and changing the first post 
from an S3 x 5.7 steel to a 6 x 6 wood. Crash tests 
2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 were conducted on the final recom
mendation except that tests 2 and 3 were conducted 
using a welded splice between channel sections and 
tests 4, 5, and 6 were conducted using the recom
mended bolted splice. Tests 2, 4, 5, and 6 were 
successful and verified that the recommended design 
of Figure 1 will meet the safety evaluation guide
lines of Circular 191 (2l. 

Test l was unsucces°;; ful in that the vehicle was 
redir ected, ramped, and rolled ov<>r ,;ever a l times, 
violating the traffic lane. Test 3 was unsuccessful 
in that the weld at the splice parted, which allowed 
an Uf1WauLed penetration of t he guardrail. No data 
were collected for test 3. 

The flared and turned-down end was installed at the 
beginning of the length of need according to North 
Dakota standards. The two standard 3/8-in. bolts 
that hold the rail clip to the posts were replaced 
with one 3/16-in. bolt in each of the first nine 
posts, and at the same time posts in the turned-down 
section were removed. 

The vehicle used in the test was a 1974 Vega 
weighing 2,340 lb (1061 kg). The impact velocity 
was 64.2 mph (103.4 km/h). The impact angle was 16 
degrees. The impact point was 12 ft from the end 
anchor. The impact data are given in Table 1. The 
50-msec average for accelerations is within the lim
its sugge sted by Circula r 191 (2l, Subsequent vehi
cle behavior was not within the limits of criteria. 

The vehicle behavior during the test was reviewed 
by studying the high-speed photography of the test. 

I I I I 
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Within 10 msec after impact, the 3/16-in. bolts that 
attach<>d thP rail to the post had sheared and the 
rail had started to fall as designed. The front 
fender in contact with the rail collapsed, the tire 
compressed, and at approximately 34 msec the vehicle 
began to redirect. Penetration was not achieved. 
The bumper, which was higher than the box beam at 
impact, appeared to be in contact with the rail. As 
time progressed the rail was falling but also the 
rail was launching the vehicle. At 239 msec three 
wheels were off the ground. At 300 msec all four 
wheels were off the ground. The rail fell to the 
ground a t upproximatcly 0.5 sec. 7t..l!l..-- J..L- -- - L :. _,_ 

nLL.t:::.L \..lit:: Vt:::U..L\.,;J..t:::: 

became airborne no additional time displacement data 
were developed. However, the vehicle rolled, hit on 
i ts roof , then cartwheeled to a stop 190 ft (58 ml 
from the impact point and 20 ft (6,1 ml on the traf
fic side of the rail. Tht! t est was not successful. 
Pictures of the rail and vehicle after the test are 
shown in Figures 2 and 3. 

Before test 2 several changes were made to the 
guardrail and terminal as a · result of the lessons 
learned in test 1 and testing previously accom
plished (1_,_!) (see Figure ll. Approximately 56 ft 
( 17 .1 ml of the box beam from the terminal end to 
midway between post positions 9 and 10 were replaced 
with a like length of steel channel C7 x 9.8. The 
24 ft (7. 32 ml between the terminal end and post 
position 4 were twisted 90 degrees in the shop be
fore installation. Two sections of the channel were 
butt welded between posts 6 and 7. The S3 x 5. 7 
post at position 4 {24 ft (7.32 m\ from the termi
nal] was replaced with a 6- x 6-in. (140- x 140-mml 
wood post, and the post at position 5 was removed 
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Table 1 . Summary of crash tests on North Dakota box-beam guardrail terminal section. 

Item 

Significant terminal features 

Impact point 

Vehicl e type 
Vehicle mass (lb) 
Film data 

Initial speed (mph) 
Parallel speed (mph) 

Final speed (mph) 

Impact angle (degrees)" 
Departure angle (degrees)" 

Vehicle roll angle (max degrees)" 
Time to parallel (sec) 
Time to loss of contact (sec) 

Dynamic barrier displacement (ft) 
Residual barrier displacement (ft) 
Longitudinal distance to parallel (ft) 
Lateral distance to parallel 

Accelerometer data (100 llz JO-pass 
max flat filter) 

Max avg 0 ,050-sec deceleration 
Longitudinal (g) 
Lateral (g) -
Vertical (g) 
Resultant( g) 

Deceleration Over contact time 
Longitudinal (g) 
Lateral ( g) -

Peak deceleration 
Longitudinal (g) 
Lateral (g) -
Vertical (g) 
Resultant( g) 

Vehicle damaie classification 
Traffic Accident Data Project 
Society of Automotive Engineers 

Remarks 

3Degrees from rail line. 

Figure 2 . Rail after test 1. 

Test I 

Box beam turned 
in 24 ft, end 
flared 2 ft , all steel 
posts, first post 24 
ft from terminal 

Mid-length ofter
minal, 15-degree 
angle 

Vega 
2,340 

64.24 
61.38 

16 

720 
0.185 
0.390 

6.611 
0.597 
16.253 
3 .567 

-2.5 
-6 .5 
2.1 
6.5 

-0.636 
-3.44 

-12.1 
-26 .9 
l l.9 
25 .3 

2-R&T-4.6 
2-FDAQ-2 
Vehicle redirected; 

rolled over two 
revolutions 

Test unsuccessful , 
terminal modified 

bOver 1st 600 ms or contact. 

Test 2 Test 4 Test 5 Test 6 

C7 x 9 .8 used in lieu of box beam beginning at terminal and extending for 57 ft, vertical hinge 
installed between cliannel and box beam and at end of first box beam, first post 24 ft from 
terminal was 6 x 6 wood, second post 12 ft from wood post was steel I-beam (S3 x 5 .7), all 
remaining posts were S3 x 5.7 at 6 ft, channel was attached to wood post with wire clip 

Mid-length ofter- Guardrail length 
minal, 15-degree of need, 25-
angle degree angle 

Vega Plymouth 
2,360 4,500 

56.25 56.05 
NA, car jumped 42.11 
rail 

44 .97 NA 

15 .5 28.0 
-13.0 Vehicle does not 

exit 
46.5 7.0 
NA 0.363 
0.422 1.237 

0.491 9.l 
-0.256 6.5 
NA 30 .75 
NA 11 .28 

-2.4 -2.7 
-2.7 -4.0 
3.6 -1.8 
4.2 4 .6 

-0.45 - I .4 7b 
-0.30 -2 .l 5b 

-16.l -17.9 
22.1 -12.4 
22.5 l 1.2 
26.4 18.7 

IFR2 11 LFQ3 
OIFREE9 11 LDWE3 
Vehicle rode over Vehicle redirected 

terminaJ; max smoothly 
roll angle, 46 .5 
deg1 ees 

Test successful Test successful 

cover 1st 0.723 sec or contact. 

End of terminal , 
head-on 

Vega 
2,350 

29 .85 
NA 

Vehicle stopped 
on rail 

0 
Vehicle does not 

exit 
6.5 
NA 
Vehicle stopped 
on rail 

NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 

-1.6 
1.39 
- I .43 
2.36 

-0 ,52c 
0.19 

-9.60 
-13 .25 
13.92 
30.00 

NA 
12UDLW9 

Vehicle pushed termi
nal down, bent over 
8 posts; stopping 
safely (left field of 
view); stopped on 
rail between post 
11 and 13 

Test successful 

End of terminal, 
head-on 

Plymouth 
4,500 

61.13 
NA 

NA 

0 
NA 

38.25 
NA 
NA 

NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 

- 2.35 
-2.11 
2.53 
2.97 

Not available~ 

-17.49 
-10,54 
-19 .7 1 
21 .83 

l 2f'Dl 
12UDLW2 

Vehicle pushed termi
nal down, bent over 
8 posts; traveled 168 
ft; jumped off rail, 
was stopped remotely 
before impacting 
downstream barrier 

Test successful 

dl)ust obscured view of vehicle leaving barrier. 

Figure 3. Vehicle after test 1. 
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completely. Details for post 4 and posts 6 through 
9 are shown in Figure 1. The box beam was attached 
to posts 10, 11, and 12 with a 3/16-in. bolt. 

The test conditions were similar to those of test 
.L. A .L~ /4 veg a weighing 2,360 lb ( 1071 kg) impacted 
the rail at 56.3 mph (90.6 km/h). The impact was 
midway between the anchor and the length of need and 
at an angle of 15.5 degrees with respect to the 
straight portion of the rail. The vehicle pushed 
the rail down approximately O. 035 sec after impact, 
was redirected slightly, and struck and broke the 
wood post at 0.121 sec. The vehicle then continued 
across the rail in a straight path without varying 
until the brakes were applied. The maximum average 
longitudinal acceleration over 0.050 sec was 2.4 51 
and the maximum average transverse acceleration was 
2.7 51. The performance of this test was considered 
excellent. 

The results of this test are summarized in Table 
1. To repair the rail th e wood post haa to be re
p.Laced; all other posts and the rail elements were 
reusable. 

Test 3 

The installation for this test was identical to that 
of test 2. The configuration is shown in Figure 1. 

The test consisted of a 1974 Plymouth impacting 
the rail at the wood post (beginning at the length 
of nt::t::Ui. Th~ v~h.i.cle wei~hed 4,500 lb (2043 kgj 
and was traveling at 60 mph (96.5 km/h). The impact 
angle was 25 degrees. The weld splice failed and 
the vehicle went through the rail. The test was not 
successful and no data were produced. 

Test 4 

The installation for test 4 was the same as for 
tests 2 and 3 except that the welded splice was re
placed with a bolted splice. 

The test conditions were similar to those in test 
J. A 1974 Plymouth weighing 4,500 11.J (96.5 ky) im
pacted the rail at 56.1 mph (90.2 km/h). The point 
of impact was at the wood post or at the beginning 
of the length of need. The impact angle was 28 de
grees. The rail deflected laterally 9.1 ft (2.77 ml 
and began to redirect the vehicle as it reached the 
first metal post at 0.179 sec after impact. The 
maximum 0.050-sec average longitudinal and trans
verse accelerations began about this time; they were 
2.7 and 4.0 ~. respectively. The right rear side of 
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the vehicle came in contact with the rail at 0.350 
sec and was parallel at 0.426 sec. The exit angle 
was approximately 7 degrees and the exit velocity 
was 42.1 mph (67.8 km/h). Damaqe to the left front 
tire and the application of brakes caused the vehi
cle to yaw to the left and come to a stop 210 ft (64 
m) downstream from the point of impact and 15 ft 
(4.6 m) from the traffic face of the rail. The rail 
height was maintained throughout the collision and 
the reduction performance of the rail was considered 
good. 

The results of this test are presented in Table 
1. Rail damage iR Rhnwn in Figure 4. 

Test 5 

The installation evaluated in test 5 was identical 
to that of test 4. 

The test consisted of a 1974 Vega impacting the 
terminal head-on with respect to the slraiqht por
tion of the rail. The vehicle weighed 2,350 lb 
(1066 kg) and was traveling at a speed of 29.9 mph 
(48.0 km/h) when impact occurred. The point of im
pact was the anchor with the vehicle straddling the 
rail. The vehicle raised slightly just before im
pacting the wood post, but the wheels did not leave 
the ground at this point. The rail disengaged from 
the wood post and then from posts 6 through 13 in 

Figure 5. Vehicle and rail after test 5. 
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Figure 6. Rail after test 6. 

Figure 7. Vehicle after test 6. 

sequence. The wood post fractured at the 
line and was deflected behind the rail. 

ground 
Posts 5 

through 12 were bent out of line. The vehicle came 
to rest just past post 12 while straddling the rail 
and resting primarily on the back side of the rail . 
The maximum vehicle roll angle was 6.5 degrees. 
Figure 5 shows the vehicle and the rail after the 
test. The rail was rebuilt by replacing the eight 
posts and straightening the kink at the splice be
tween the channel and the box beam. 

The installation evaluated in test 6 was identical 
to that of tests 4 and 5. The rail from the turned
down anc}:lor to the far terminal was reused. The 
posts damaged by impact in test 5 and their hardware 
were replaced in preparation for this test. 

The test consisted of a 4,500-lb (2043-kg) Plym
outh traveling 61.1 mph ( 93. 4 km/h) impacting the 
terminal head-on. The point of impact was the 
anchor with the vehicle straddling the rail. The 
vehicle rode the rail 168 ft (51 m) before jumping 
off the rail on the traffic side near post 28. 

The vehicle was stable, and the maximum roll 
angle reached 38.3 degrees. A roll angle of 55 de
grees or more is required before this vehicle will 
roll over. The vehicle did not stop of its own ac-
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cord or slow down sufficiently, and remote
controlled brakes were applied after the vehicle 
left the rail and before it was involved in a sec
ondary impact with another test facility +300 ft (90 
m) from the point of impact. Had this been a real
life accident then in all probability the engine 
compression would have acted as a braking force and 
slowed the vehicle to a reasonable speed before it 
reached the end of the rail installation. The maxi
mum 50-msec deceleration was 2.97 ~· Figure 6 shows 
the rail after the test. Figure 7 shows the vehicle 
after remote-controlled brakes were applied after 
the test. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

North Dakota has unique problems with snow drifting 
against and dynamic deflection of roadside barri
ers. The w-section barriers G-2 and G-4 (.!) both 
cause snow drifts across travelways that are hazard
ous to the traveling public. Also, a large portion 
of the roadside barrier installations are in loca
tions that would make large lateral deflection of 
the G-1 cable barrier (1) inappropriate. Therefore, 
NDSHD elected to use a modified G-3 box-beam barrier 
(1). The North Dakota standard varies from the G-3 
i; that the box-beam tube thickness is O. 250 in. 
(6.35 mm) in lieu of the standard 0.180 in. (4.57 
mm) and the support angles are attached to the posts 
by two 3/8-in. bolts. Testing by North Dakota has 
shown that the snow drifting characteristics exhib
ited by the box beam are reasonable and satisfac
tory, particularly when compared with those exhib
ited by the deeper W-beam rail systems. Also, the 
state can design within the expected dynamic deflec
tion characteristics of the box beam whereas the de
flection of the cable system would be excessive. 
There are no existing standard designs for end 
treatment or rail termination that will meet the re
quirements as established by the state. NDSHD em
barked on a design-test program to develop a suit
able end treatment. 

The final design uses a 6- x 6-in. (140- x 
140-mm) wood post 24 ft (7. 3 m) from the anchor. 
The next post is spaced at 12 ft (3.66 m), and all 
remaining posts are spaced at 6 ft (1.83 m). The 
end treatment and next 30 ft (9.14 m), for a total 
of 54 ft (16.46 m), of rail were replaced by a C7 x 
9. 8 rolled section of A36 steel. The channel is 
held to the wood post by a no. 9 wire clip. There 
is no positive attachment of the channel to the 
steel posts. The box beam is attached to the first 
three posts by 3/16-in. bolts and thereafter by two 
3/8-in. bolts. The length of need begins at the 
wood post. 

Successful crash tests as recommended by Trans
portation Research Circular 191 (2) have been con
ducted to verify the satisfactory behavior of the 
modified rail. The vehicle impacted the midpoint of 
the modified terminal, depressed the rail, and rode 
over the rail without vehicle roll over. When the 
guardrail and terminal were impacted at 1 ft (0.3 m) 
downstream of the length of need, the 4,500-lb 
(2040-kg) vehicle was redirected smoothly as re
quired. 

In the head-on test at 61.13 mph (98.38 km/h) the 
vehicle remained astraddle the rail for 168 ft (51 
m) before it jumped off and in front of the rail. 
Highway engineers should keep this in mind when us
ing this installation with rails tied to bridge 
piers or other rigid objects. 
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Development of Safer Utility Poles 

J.J. LABRA, C.E. KIMBALL, JR., AND C.F . McDEVITT 

This paper i, ba,ed on a FHW A-sponsored research program to develop a break
away retrofit concept for roadside timber utility poles. Southwest Research 
lnstitute's efforts to achieve this goal are described . The research included 
analytical (simulations) as well as experimental efforts. The experimental ef
forts involved static bending tests, pendulum tests, and full-scale tests of poles 
with subcompact automobiles. A slip-base concept, called Slipbase, is recom
mended for implementation along roadsides. Slipbase is capable of reducing 
significantly the inherent roadside hazards associated with in situ timber 
utility poles while maintaining a high level of wind-ice resistant bending 
strength . The slipbase concept cannot be applied universally at this time be
cause no tests have been conducted on poles that carry multicircuit electric 
lines or on poles that carry joint electric and telephone lines. 

Timber poles are not designed to be breakaway struc
tures. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the result of 
subcompact cars colliding at 49 km/h (30 mph) and 97 
km/h (60 mph) with such poles. In both cases the 
vehicles sustained substantial damage, but damage to 
the pole was not appreciable. Accident statistics 
reveal U,e frequency and severity of this type of 
collision. According to the National Highway Traf
fic Safety Administration <.!) 

1. More than 4,400 fatal accidents involving 
utility poles cccu::red between 1975 a nd 1977 a nd 

2. More than 8,300 people died in these ac
cidents. 

Further, Texas accident files show an injury-to
fatality ratio of 45 to 1 involving this type of ac
cident. If this ratio represents a nationwide aver
age , the n an estima ted 373 , 500 i n j u ries involving 
util i ty poles occurred between 1975 and 1977 
(125,000 injuries per year). 

Southwest Research Institute (SwRI) has been in
vestigating the problem of vehicle collisions with 
utility poles for several years. In an earlier 
study ( 2) SwRI investigated the feasibility of de
veloping retrofit designs for in situ timber poles. 
The objective of the study was to develop an inex
pensive retrofit concept that would enable currently 
nonfrangible poles to break away. The retrofit de 
sign was to satisfy the following criteria: 

1. Breakaway of pole and accep tabl e momentum 
change of vehicle on impact, 

2. Sufficient structural integrity of pole to 
withstand ice- and wind-induced loads, 

Figure 1. Unmodified pole crash test at 49 km/h. 

.. 
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Figure 2. Aftermath of 97 km/h impact. 

3. Minimization of postbreakaway hazards because 
of service line rupture or segmented pole trajec
tory, and 

4. Low implementation costs (i.e., labor and ma
terials). 

The goal of this study was to achieve a repeatable, 
nondirection-sensitive pole breakaway when struck by 
a 1021-kg (2,250-lb) subcompact car at 32 and 96 
km/h ( 20 and 60 mph) by using breakaway criteria 
from Transportation Research Circular 191 (ll. 
Guidelines from the Circular allow vehicle momentum 
change of 4893 N-sec (1,100 lb-sec). The environ
mental criteria involved minimizing the reduction in 
pole bending strength that results from the retrofit 
concept. Service lines are attached to utility 
poles; therefore, breakaway effects on these lines 
were also considered. Further, because of the sub
stantial number of roadside timber poles, the mate
rial and labor costs associated with each retrofit 
design were weighed carefully. 

The research approach was to modify the pole near 
ground level in a manner that would weaken the shear 
strength substantially but affect flexural strength 
less dramatically. Analytical and experimental 
evaluations were made for more than 20 retrofit de
signs. Designs included various configurations of 
bore holes, slots, and shims in combination with 
various attachments. Their course of evaluation was 
typically: 

1. Computer simulations, 
2. Environmental (static bending) tests, 
3. Pendulum tests, and 
4. Full-scale vehicle tests. 

BACKGROUND 

A detailed state-of-the-art . review of applicable 
literature was performed to obtain a thorough under
standing of the vehicle-utility pole impact phenome
non. Areas included in this review are 

1. Types and classes of utility poles, 
2, Available vehicle-pole crash statistics, 
3, Vehicle-pole impact considerations, 
4. Postimpact hazards of breakaway pole, and 
5 . Environmental factors. 

Types a nd Classes of Utility Pole s 

An investigation was performed of the existing array 
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of timber utility poles through a literature search 
and contacts with telephone and power utility com
panies as well as with pole suppliers and treaters. 
The ranges of pole geometries and characteristics 
had to be identified to establish the more repre
sentative retrofit candidates. The breakaway con
cept could then be directed to perform with these 
representative poles. For nonrepresentative poles 
the concept could be modified (if necessary) to ob
tain acceptable performance. 

utility companies were requested to furnish in
formation on the following: 

1. Class and length of poles used, 
2. Type of wood and preservative, 
3. Typical crossarm configurations, 
4. Distance between poles, and 
5. Design criteria. 

In general, the utility companies surveyed con
formed to the heavy loading specifications of the 
National Electrical Safety Code; that is, a trans
verse load of 192-Pa (4-lb/ft 2 ) wind on a pro
jected area covered with 12.7-mm (0.5-in.) radial 
ice and a vertical load of equipment and wire 
weights with superimposed loads of 12.7-mm (0.5-in.) 
radial ice on wires, cables, and messengers. For 
transverse strength calculations the transverse and 
vertical loads are assumed to be acting simulta
neously. Whereas, for longitudinal strength calcu
lations, the assumed longitudinal loads that result 
from conductor pull imbalance are taken without con
sideration of the vertical or transverse loads. 

According to the utility companies surveyed more 
than 70 percent of the poles in use are 12 m (40 ft) 
long or less in class 4 or 5. Southern pine is the 
most typical wood used (75.5 percent of total), and 
creosote preservative is the most predominant treat
ment (53.9 percent of total). Therefore, class 4 
and 5 poles 11 to 14 m (35 to 45 ft) long made of 
creosote-treated Southern pine were recommended and 
accepted by FHWA as candidate models for retrofit 
modifications and testing in the study. 

Available Vehicle-Pole Crash Statistics 

Limited data collected by state and federal agencies 
indicate that utility poles constitute one of the 
major roadside hazards on U.S. highways. Specifi
cally, utility pole accidents are estimated to ac
count for more than 5 percent of all national traf
fic fatalities and more than 15 percent of all 
fixed-object traffic fatalities (_i, p. 36). This 
amounts to an estimated 2,750 fatalities annually. 

The figures for estimated injuries are just as 
dramatic. Accident data derived from state sum
maries (_i, p. 36) show that approximately 5 percent 
of all accident injuries and 22 percent of all in
juries sustained from fixed-object impacts involved 
vehicle collisions with utility poles. This corre
lates with an estimated 110,000 injuries annually 
that result from utility pole accidents. In addi
tion, an estimated 250,000 utility pole accidents 
involve property damage only each year. 

Although the preceding data are based on contacts 
with a limited number of states (Kansas, Massachu
setts, Michigan, Oklahoma, and Pennsylvania), these 
data are evidence that utility poles are involved in 
a significant number of accidents that involve fa
talities, injuries, and property damage. Published 
statistics generally do not convey the extent of 
this kind of accident because of the lack of estab
lished and uniform vehicle accident reporting pro
cedures for secondary and urban roads. Recently, 
however, various states have indicated a willingness 
to share their accident data to help define and 
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solve the utility pole problem (4, p. 36). (Excel
lent accident records compiled for the U.S. Inter
state system cannot be considered representative of 
vehicle collisions with utility poles because such 
poles are generally not found on the rights-of-way 
of these highways.) 

Vehicle-Pole Impact Considerations 

Roadside Environment 

The location of the utility pole with respect to the 
pavement edqe affects the probability of vehicle
utility pole accidents occurring. Research by 
Skeels (5) concludes that, if a 9-m (30-ft) wide 
zone adjacent to the roadside is cleared of all 
fixed objects, motorists involved in approximately 
80 percent of single vehicle run-off-the-road inci
dents could regain control of the errant vehicle and 
avoid an accident. The placement of utility poles 9 
m (30 ft) from the roadside is not always feasible. 
Therefore, if it is not possible to prevent the 
probability of vehicle-utility pole impacts, other 
means are needed to reduce the severity of impact 
and the probability of injury to the occupants. If 
the occurrence of a collision is assumed, one of the 
following approaches is warranted: 

1. Modify the utility pole structurally so that 
it will safely break away on impact by the errant 
vehicle, 

2. Redirect or arrest the vehicle before impact 
with the pole, 

3. Take other countermeasures such as burying 
the cables or relocating the pole line, or 

4. Leave the pole and surroundings unchanged. 

The strategy used to determine which approach is 
optimum with respect to safety and cost is based, in 
part, on the probable impact speed of the vehicle 
and the size and location of the pole. For example, 
Michie and Bronstad (6) recommend barrier shielding 
for wood poles or po;;"ts that have a cross section 
area greater than 3 23 cm 2 ( 50 in. 2 ) • Accord-
ingly, no modification was recommended for poles 
less than 203 mm ( 8 in.) in diameter because they 
were expected to break away during most vehicle im
pacts and the vehicle was expected to sustain only 
minimum damage. [Note that study results indicate 
that the 323-cm 2 value is excessive. Nonbreakaway 
occurred with cross section areas greater than 194 
cm 2 (30 in. 2 ) .] The pole should be small and 
light to minimize the danger of fallen wires (es
pecially electrical). For larqer poles that are 
impacted by vehicles at low speeds, small crash 
cushions may offer more economically attractive 
alternatives for reducing the severity of impact. 
Conversely, where the potential of a high-speed im
pact is great, the most suitable approach may be to 
modify the utility pole structurally. In essence, 
before a decision is made about whether to modify 
the pole or the surroundings the effect a severed 
pole would have on its environment, including 
cables, adjacent poles, and pedestrians, must be 
considered. 

Dynamic Interaction of Vehicle and Pole 

The dynamic interaction between a vehicle and a 
utility pole on impact is dependent on numerous var
iables, such as vehicle size, weight, and crush 
characteristics: impact velocity; and the geometry 
and strength characteristics of the pole, as well as 
any built-in failure mechanism. Basically, this 
dynamic response can be considered in three phases: 
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1. Deformation of the vehicle sheet metal before 
failure of the utility pole, 

2. Failure of the pole (at base) through 
built-in failure mechanism (pole slip or fracture 
mechanism), and 

3. Acceleration of segmented pole structure by 
impacting vehicle. 

During the first phase of this vehicle-utility pole 
interaction the pertinent variables are impact 
speed, vehicle weight, and vehicle crush character
istics. These variables are the major factors that 
affect change in momentum of the impacting vehicle 
during this phase. (The highway community considers 
change in vehicle momentum and the change in veloc
ity as the prime factors for estimating impact 
severity.) 

The second phase of the collision involves fail
ure of the· pole through a built-in breakaway mecha
nism. Such a mechanism should reduce the amount of 
energy required to fracture the pole in a plane near 
the point of,vehicle bumper impact. Because bending 
is the primary stress at the base of the pole that 
results from environmental loads, and shearing is 
the primary mechanism during vehicular impact, the 
best breakaway configuration is one that will weaken 
the pole's shear strength without affecting its 
bending strength significantly. This approach has 
been used effectively for metal signs and luminaire 
supports, especially on the Interstate systems. In 
these cases the principal breakaway mechanisms are 

1. 
tion 
bolts 

Slip joints that depend principally on fr ic
forces developed by the clamping action of 
torqued to design values to effect the failure 

mechanisms, and 
2. Frangible bases ( usually cast aluminum) that 

fracture on impact. 

In a previous study (_~) the approach to weaken a 
pole's shear strength without greatly affectiny its 
bending strength was applied to utility poles by 
drilling holes or notches in the base of the pole to 
affect the weakened plane. 

Note that during this second impact phase the 
response of the utility pole may differ substan
tially from that of signs and 1 ight supports. For 
example, utility poles are connected to adjacent 
poles by means of service lines and, in certain lo
cations, are restrained by guy lines. The physical 
constraints imposed by the wires must be considered 
pertinent factors as well as the inertial con
straints of the heavy upper portion of the utility 
prllP. 

Finally, during the third impact phase of the 
vehicle-utility pole interaction, the bottom portion 
of the pole is accelerated away from the vehicle. 
If a failure mechanism for the top of the pole has 
been included in the breakaway design, during this 
phase the upper portion of the pole and the cross
arm-upper pole assembly are separated. The impor
tant variables here include upper pole constraints, 
failure mechanisms (if any), pole moment of inertia, 
pole mass, and the location of the pole segment cen
ter of gravity (e.g.). These variables all contrib
ute to the overall change in vehicle momentum and, 
hence, the severity of impact. 

In summary, the pertinent variables involved with 
vehicle-utility pole impacts can be categorized ac
cording to those related to the vehicle and those 
related to the pole: 

1. Vehicle--Mass, impact velocity, sheet metal 
crush characteristics, and bumper height (vehicle 
geometry). 

• 
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2. Pole--Base breakaway 
upper-pole assembly BFE, if 
constraints: and mass, c.g; 
inertia properties. 

fracture energy (BFE) : 
any: upper-pole assembly 
location, and rotational 

Postimpact Hazards of Breakaway Timber Pole 

In many ways hazards in vehicle-utility pole acci
dents are analogous to those associated with similar 
structures. For example, the danger exists that the 
s egmented portion of a timber pole or luminaire will 
fall on the impacting vehicle or adjacent traffic. 
Accordingly, the design criteria for structures such 
as luminaires and sign supports are 

1. To break or disengage the structure during 
vehicular impact without producing hazardous forces 
in the vehicle, and 

2. For segmented parts or elements not to pre
sent a hazard to the vehicle occupants or other 
traffic. 

The trajectory hazard of a fractured pole segment 

Figure 3. Storm loading map of United States. 

Figure 4. Service line dynamic tests. 

Test Apparatus 

Load Cell 
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may be greater for timber poles, however, because 
they typically are heavier than metal luminaire and 
sign supports. Should the pole fall on an impacting 
vehicle or adjacent traffic, it could cause substan
tial damage to a vehicle and severe injury to oc
cupants. 

Furthermore, unlike luminaires and sign supports, 
the breakaway timber pole presents the unique prob
lem of cable failure and resulting electrical haz
ard. During a collision falling live wires would 
endanger occupants of the vehicle involved, adjacent 
traffic, and pedestrians. The interruption of power 
or communications may have a dramatic and adverse 
effect on a large segment of the population (e.g., 
the temporary loss of power to a nearby hospital), 
whereas temporary loss of sign or luminaire support 
has only a minor effect on public convenience and 
safety. Hence, care must be taken in the design of 
any type of breakaway utility pole to ensure the in
tegrity of the service lines and adjacent timber 
poles. 

Environmental Factors 

In determining the applicability of a potential 
timber pole breakaway concept its effect on the 
pole's ability to with stand environmental loadings 
must be considered. In connection with the prepara
tion of the National Electric Safety Code (N.E.S. 
code), National Bureau of Standards Handbook H32 
(.2) , studies were made to determine the frequency, 
severity , and effects of ice and wind storms 
throughout the country. On the basis of these stud
ies three general areas were distinguished as heavy, 
medium, and light environmental loading areas in the 
United States [see Figure 3 (2) ). Basic conduct.or 
loadings have been assigned for the three areas to 
derive pole loadings considered appropriate for 
these areas and to arrive at the class of pole .re
quired for any given line. 

Th is problem of defining typical environmental 
loads can be reduced somewhat by considering that 

Barrel Containing Dead Weight 
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utility companies prefer classes 2, 3, and 4 poles, 
and telephone companies use more class 4 and 5 
poles. At least 80 percent of the telephone company 
poles are used jointly with utility companies; 
therefore, class 4 is the most common group. The 
length most often specified is 12 m ( 40 ft) , and 
approximately 72 percent of all poles are equal to 
or less than 12 m (40 ft). In addition, although 
conductor span lengths range up to 366 m (1,200 ft), 
most lengths are in the 41- to 91-m (135- to 300-ft) 
range. 

EXPERIMENTAL TESTS 

A major portion of the study involved the exper i
mental evaluation of the postimpact performance of 
vehicle, timber pole, and supporting service lines. 
In addition, the environmental effect of conceptual 
retrofit designs on the pole's ability to withstand 
secvice wind and ice loadings was considered. 

Service Line Dynamic Tests 

The postimpact response of service lines after the 
occurrence of a successful pole breakaway was evalu
ated to determine the capacity of the service lines 
to support their own weight as well as any remaining 
upper pole segment (e.g., crossarm assembly) after 
impact. SwRI set up a simple test system similar to 
that shown in Figure 4 to simulate the postimpact 
response. A suspended center mas5 represented the 
upper portion of the utility pole after the lower 
portion of the pole had broken away. Drop tests 
were performed using 45.4- and 90.7-kg (100- and 
200-lb) weights. Single service lines varying from 
8 to 17 mm (0.3 to 0.7 in.) in diameter were tested 
dynamically by releasing the test mass from a des
ignated height. 

The pertinent findings from these drop tests in
cluded quantification of the impulse duration that 
occurred in t.hP. service line after the mass had 
dropped and line slack was eliminated. Clearly, if 
the dynamic response of the service line was im
pulsive before testing, then the potential of line 
rupture or of a pole domino effect would be high; 
however, the test results in each case demonstrated 
impulse durations much greater than a full second. 
These long durations were due to the inherent design 
associated with stranded cable. In each test, well 
before the cable reached its ultimate load-carrying 

Figure 5. Typical environmental static 
test. 

Time3 
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capacity, its individual strands stretched, This 
was evident after each test when the mass was re
turned to its original position and a notable in
crease in service line sag was recorded. 

Environmental Static Tests 

To estimate residual bending strength of retrofitted 
timber poles, a cantilevering apparatus was con
structed (Figure 5). This apparatus consisted of a 
collar that encompassed each specimen 1. 8 m ( 6 ft) 
from the base of the pole and behaved as a fixity, 
A crane with a wire rope and load cell was attached 
near the t'ree end of a cdnlll.,vered specimen. Dur 
ing testing the crane would lift vertically the free 
end of the horizontally placed pole until the speci
men fractured. A" Visicorder oscillograph recorded 
the load magnitudes during the loading of the pole. 

More than 160 environmental tests were performed 
on modified and unmodified poles.· E.ich test imposed 
bena1ng J.oaas on 4U CJ.ass 4 ana 5 poies ue;iny c.11<: 

strength characteristics of unmodified poles as base 
data. Typically, unmodified poles fractured at load 
levels 180 percent of design--the latter based on 
the methodology by Pender and Mcilwain (~). 

Pendulum Tests 

The general procedure for these tests was to subject 
a timber pole specimen to the type of leading in
duced when a pole is struck by a 1021-kg ( 2, 250-lb) 
subcompact car at 32 km/h (20 mph). For the initial 
testing a facility was designed that consisted of a 
pendulum, operating equipment, and test control and 
data collection instrumentation. A 1021-kg 
(2,250-lb) mass with a crushable honeycomb nose 
(Figure 6) was suspended so that it remained hori
zontal throughout the normal swing arc (7. 3-m 
( 24-ft) radius] • Each timber specimen was located 
at the lowest point of the pendulum arc. A damp, 
uniformly graded sand was tamped about the pole base. 

Dur lny e11c::h Lest signals from an ilccclcrometer 
mounted at the rear of the mass were recorded con
tinuously by a high-speed magnetic · tape recorder. 
These signals were later converted from analog to 
digital data for subsequent processing by a digital 
computer. 

More than 50 pendulum tests were performed on 
modified 40 class 4 and 45 class 5 poles in an ef
fort to define acceptable breakaway performance 

Time4 Load Cell for Static Tests 

Sequential Photographs of Typical Static Test 
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Figure 6. Pendulum test apparatus. 
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Figure 7. Slipbase design. 
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based on the 4893 N•s (1,100 lb-sec) momentum cri
terion for a 32-km/h (20-mph) impact. In general, 
concepts other than the Slipbase were deemed mar
ginal or unacceptable either because of pendulum 
test results or because the corresponding environ
mental static tests demonstrated low residual bend
ing strength for poles modified with the conceptual 
retrofit design under consideration. 

Full-Scale Tests 

Poles were modified by SwRI personnel before setup 

for the full-scale tests. Service lines were at
tached to poles either by SwRI or local utility com
pany personnel. In all tests the insulator tie 
wraps consisted of standard aluminum wire typically 
used by utilities. 

After a conceptual retrofit design had performed 
successfully during extensive environmental and pen
dulum tests, the final testing was conducted, which 
involved full-scale crash tests with subcompact ve
hicles. Impact events were documented by high-speed 
photography and vehicle instrumentation. Data from 
these carefully controlled experiments were then 
analyzed. The procedures and test conditions were 
based on guidelines suggested by Bronstad and Michie 

<.2.l • 
RECOMMENDED RETROFIT CONCEPT 

Figure 7 illustrates the timber pole retrofit con
cept (Slipbase) that SwRI considers implementable. 
Specifically, although material and implementation 
costs may be high, Slipbase technically complies 
best with vehicle impact safety criteria. Further
more, it affects near total bending strength analo
gous to the unmodified pole. 

This concept is based on extensive environmental, 
pendulum, and full-scale tests performed at SwRI on 
apprcximately 20 different conceptual designs. It 
includes SwRI's effort during a 5-year period. 

Slipbase 

The retrofitting of in situ timber poles with Slip
base i nvolves segmenting the pole at ground line and 
placing a 457-mm (18-in.) long cylindrical sleeve 
(Figure 7) on the exposed end of the embedded stub 
as well as at the base of the upper timber segment. 
The l'ower sleeve typically has a smaller inner 
diameter ( ID) so that it may be press-fit onto the 
stub. A minimal ground line diameter of 271 mm 
(10.66 in.) for 40 class 4 poles led SwRI to use as 
a lower sleeve prototype steel pipes that have IDs 
of 267 mm and 279 mm (10.5 and 11.0 in.). A family 
of sleeve sizes could be made available, however, 
for the wide range of pole sizes. 
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A 305-mm (12-in.) ID was used for the upper 
sleeve so that the segmented pole base could slip 
into place easily. The void between pole and sleeve 
is then filled with a high compressive strength 
mortar compound. SwRI used Polegard, manuracturea 
by Monolith Systems, Inc., in the study and an off
the-shelf shear-wall compound. 

The upper and lower sleeves are connected through 
the use of 32-mm (1.25-in.) diameter (slip) bolts 
that are pretensioned to a 339-N-m ( 250-ft-lb) bolt 

Fiyu,. e. Mur.Jili~•liun• lu UIJIJ•• µul•. 

Redirectional rods 

Crossarm Release Mechanism 

Table 1. Summary of static tests. 

Base Design Failure 
Test Circumference Load" Load Load 
No . Jype (mmJ (kn-mJ Uirection (kn-mJ 

SB-1 40, Class 4 851 53.8 Wind-ice 119.0d 

SB-2 40, Class 4 851 53.8 Wind-ke 115.2d 

SB-3 40, Class 4 851 53.8 Wind-ice 95.1 

~IJ.11, . .t!J uu ''\:rid..:r n1uJ Mc.ll w~1f11 {S) ll 'll lll !; n 27.0 Ml)n th.t,;l" n stre:;s:. 
C U!.!~l~u l1-1 11J ro, ss I •111111 h:1 '"-' 1.• iri.=u.m rere1l.tc b ~.8 Jrn,,n. 
d Us m:i; 5) 11•11 (1 ,1 k: 0 ru: ulrimtUe s lr~ - IHlkd o n (l':it lhu SwRl .'{t a. tic tests for new poles. 
e ~~l~~v:.1l~tU lu:1J a l ~lif' bn:U: rm1:rri1~~· 1~8 m f1om l)Ull cttd. 

Jhco 11 c-bars,c 111 or1:,;r rn imufac lurcd IJY MunOlilh S}'51(' UU': , Jnc., N~,w Britain, Conn. 
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torque. A keeper plate is used to prevent the bolts 
from working loose under typical environmental con
ditions. 

S lipbase addresses the base of the pole. Once 
1,-,.._ ....... ,.............. ..... ...... ,~ - ... -· .a..'L-..-.. L-. ...... ,.., ..... ~ ..,._.._,...., ............. I .._..._.._..,.._._. ....... th:: 
pole begins to fall the danger of service line rup
ture must be minimized. Laboratory tests of service 
1 ines, as well as pendulum tests, demonstrated that 
the potential of service line rupture is small be
cause a typical cable is elastic. Further, in SwRI 
full-scale tests, the aluminum ties used to attach 
service lines to conductors stripped away as projec
tion of the segmented pole occurred. Because of 
theee findinge attention wae focueed on preventing 
service line rupture caused by crossarm snagging as 
the segmented pole rotates away from the vehicle and 
drops. When multiple crossarms exist redirectional 
rods used as struts ( illustrated in Figure 8) will 
reduce the potential of service line failure due to 
snagging on lower crossarms. An additional device 
t-h~fa ~Anm,:::i,nf-"! t-hn ,,..rl"'IC!.C~rfflC! Mhon t-hA role is St!'l_'!t:::"k 

by an errant vehicle is the crossarm release mecha
nism (CRM) shown in Figure 8. 

The crossarm release mechanism consists of two 
sets of a male and female component for each cross- · 
arm. A typical crossarm is cut into three parts. 
The cuts are made adjacent to the infield location 
of the supporting struts. A female component is at
tached to each outer crossarm segment and two cor-

ter segment (which is fixed to the pole). On pole 
breakaway the mass of the segmented pole will result 
in the pole dropping along with the center crossarm 
segment. The outer two crossarm segments will re
main attached to service lines. Before breakaway 
the weight of the supported service lines should be 
sufficient to prevent the male and female elements 
of the CRM from separating accidentally. The CRM is 
designed to effect an articulated crossarm during 
collapse of the pole because of vehicle impact. The 
potential of service line rupture from crossarm 
snagging is reduced when the infield crossarms are 
replaced with uni ts that have these devices. The 
CRM would also minimize potential of multiple (adja
cent) pole failures during a severe storm if the 
residual strength of a retrofit pole wa s exceeded. 

Notably, the CRM does not address the potential 
danger associated with a segmented pole landing on 
the errant vehicle or in the adjacent traffic flow. 
To minimize this potential hazard a significant vol
ume of wood mass may have to be removed (e.g., a 

Percentage Percentage 
Percentage of Minimum of Estimate 
of Design 440b Design Unmodified" Comments 

221 221 115 Timber pole slip base 
(Slipbase) concept; 339 
N-m bolt torque; failure 
below lower collar 

214 214 Ill Same as SB-1 except 254 
mm (ID) lower pipe collar 

replaced with 304.8 mm 

(ID) pipe and clearance 

filled with Polecard ma-
teriale 

177 177 92 Same as SB-I except 270 

mm (ID) lower pipe 

collar 

iil 

• 
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4. 0- to 5. 0-m breakaway aluminum sleeve replacing a 
similar length of pole above grade). The material 
and implementation cost could also, however, be pro
hibitive in terms of a feasible retrofit concept. 
Further, the potential trajectory hazard is consid
ered a small and, hence, an acceptable risk in com
parison with the well-defined significant hazard 
associated with roadside nonbreakaway timber utility 
poles. In all of the 15 full-scale tests performed 
at SwRI involving breakaway conceptual designs, in 
only one instance ( test FS-1311) did the segmented 
pole strike the vehicle in a manner that might cause 
an injury as a direct result of the falling seg
mented pole. 

Environmental Tests 

Modification of a timber pole to break away readily 
on impact inevitably weakens the pole. Yet the pole 
must be strong enough to withstand severe climatic 
effects. Environmental static tests were performed 
on both modified and unmodified timber poles to 
address this problem. 

Baseline static bending tests of unmodified poles 
resulted in an average failure load of 180 percent 
of design; the design load for a timber pole is 
based on the methodology of Pender and Mcilwain 
(~) • In these baseline tests, however, failure 
loads due to pole imperfections (i.e., man-made or 
natural flaws) were recorded as low as 64 percent of 
the estimated unmodified pole strength. 

Before the development of Slipbase 145 environ
mental static tests were performed on various poten
tial designs. Three static tests were performed 
using the slip base retrofit design. As the data 
given in Table 1 indicate, the failure loads were 
all high in comparison with the estimated unmodified 
pole bending strength. The second test, SB-2, did 
not demonstrate a discernible difference in ultimate 
bending strength when the press-fit approach with 
the small, i.e. , lower, sleeve was replaced with an 
oversized version and the void was filled with the 
silicone compound Polegard. 
tests the eventual timber 
the lower sleeve. 

Pendulum Tests 

Further, in all three 
fracture occurred below 

Fifty-seven pendulum tests were performed on various 
conceptual designs during this study. 

A single pendulum test with the Slipbase design 
was performed (test SB-1) and resulted in satis
factory results. The results of test SB-1 are as 
follows: 

Pole type--40 class 4, 
Base circumference--842 mm, 
Mass weight--1021 kg, 
Impact velocity--8.9 m/ sec, 
Change in velocity--3.8 m/sec, 
Impulse--3896 N-sec, 
Duration--77 m/sec, 
Peak acceleration--13.3 .9., and 
Honeycomb crush--376 mm. 

This test used the timber pole slip base concept 
(Slipbase). The impact mass momentum change was 
greater than the optimum 3336 N-sec (750 lb-sec) 
criterion, but well below the required 4893 N-sec 
(1,100 lb-sec) criterion. 

Full-Scale Tests 

Five full-scale tests were performed using the 
retrofit concept Slipbase. In each test a late 
model ( 1974) subcompact car was used. Tests FS-9 
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and 10 involved 32-km/h (20-mph) and 97-km/h 
(60-mph) collisions. Test FS-12 was performed at 48 
km/h (30 mph). In each of these tests upper pole 
redirectional rods or a CRM were used. Tests 13-A 
and 13-B were performed at 48 km/h and involved 
vehicle-pole off-center impacts. 

FS-9 

In the first crash test with the Slipbase-modified 
40 class 4 pole, test FS-9, the 32-km/h (20-mph) 
impact caused a change in vehicle momentum of 5107 
N-sec (1,148 lb7sec). This was acceptable and the 
damage to the vehicle's front end was minor (Figure 
9). Unfortunately, after impact at this low speed 
the segmented pole did not rotate clear of the car 
and caused extensive damage to the roof (Figure 9). 

FS-10 

Test FS-10 involved a 97-km/h (60-mph) collision 
with the subcompact car into a modified 40 class 4 
pole. A resulting change in vehicle momentum of 
6067 N-sec (1,364 lb-sec) was greater than the 
Transportation Research Circular 191 criterion P) 
because of the inertia effects of the slip base 
sleeve and the weight of the segmented timber pole. 
As shown in Figure 10, breakaway occurred readily; 
however, the segmented pole rotated over the car. 

FS-12 

Test FS-12 was performed at 48 km/h (30 mph) to ob
serve if at this speed the segmented pole would 
rotate clear of the vehicle. The segmented portion 
of the pole did not land on the car (Figure 11) ; 
however, this was because the pole fell to the left 
side of the vehicle and not because the pole segment 
rotated over the vehicle. As anticipated, the 
change in vehicle momentum was considered acceptable 
at 5173 N-sec (1,163 lb-sec). 

FS-13 A and B 

The previous crash tests with the Slipbase concept 
demonstrated that whether the pole falls onto the 
car at speeds of 48 km/h or less is problematic and 
a function of vehicle size, speed, and location of 
the front-end impact. To verify this aspect test 
13A was proposed as a vehicle-pole off-center col
lision. Unfortunately, during pole breakaway the 
vehicle veered to the right because of an impact 
eccentricity of 387 mm (15.25 in.) and struck the 
rear of an adjacent guardrail (Figure 12). Accord
ingly, although the segmented pole fell onto the 
vehicle and caused extensive damage, a repeat test 
was warranted. 

Test 13B was performed at 48 km/h after the ad
jacent guardrail was removed. As with test 13A, an 
off-center impact [432-mm (17-in.) eccentricity) was 
imposed. In this instance the pole fell clear of 
the vehicle and the change in momentum of 5462 N-sec 
(1,228 lb-sec) was survivable (Figure 13). 

FS-14 

The final full-scale test of the study was a base
line test. Specifically, test FS-14 was performed 
to delineate the impact severity associated with a 
48-km/h collision of a subcompact car into an un
modified pole. Test results shown in Figure 14 
demonstrate that such an impact is hazardous to 
vehicle occupants. Although no noticeable damage to 
the pole occurred, the engine block was pushed 
against the firewall. A vehicle change in momentum 
of 14 509 N-sec (3,262 lb-sec) was realized and the 
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Figure 9. Full-scale test FS-9. 
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Pole Data 

Type . __ . ... . - .. ... ..... .. ....... .. 40 Class 4 
llu'f 01.a<w>ter . . ... . ..... , ., 11.6 in. (295 mm) 
LPIIM(l ) .... . , ... .. , ...•• TT 1•ngu In Slip Base 
UPIM:(2) , • , , , , •. • • . ( .r ossarm Rele.a5e: Mechanism 
Service Line Type ..... 2 ACSR (0.316 in. dia) 

Note•: 
(1) Lower Pole Breakaway Mechanism 
(2) Upper Pole Breakaway Mechanism 

Figure 10. Full-scale test FS-10. 
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V.ehicle _ _p~ 

Type ......... ............ 1974 Chevrolet Vega 
Weight ..... .. . .. . ... . ..... 2250 lb (1021 kg) 
Impact Speed , , • , . , , • , , . 20. 8 mph (33. 5 kmph) 
Impact Angle . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11. 1 deg 

Test Results 

Lineat:- Impulse ................ lU 9 lb-sec (5107 N-sec) 
50 ms Average Acceleration 

Lor:gitudinal (Cine/Accelerometer) .... -J.O g/-6.9 g 
Latera:. (Cine/Accelerometer) .............. -0.4 g/0 

Maximum Vehicle Crush ....•.....•.... 14.5 in. (368 mm) 
Impact Du1~ation ..•......•....•.......•........ 85 msec 
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Eol.e. Dat a 

Type •. , •••••• . ••••••..•........•. 40 Class 4 
LPBM(l) • .••. •• , ••• Slip-Base Triangular Plate 
UPBM(2) • , • •••..••• Crossarin Release Mechanism 
Service Line Type • • . . • 2 ACSR (0. 316 in. dia) 

Notes: 
(1) Lo..,er Pole Br,~akaway Mecha~ism 
(2) Upper Pole Bri~akaway Mechanism 

• 

VeP,ic.le Da~ 

Type •.••.•• •••.• • •••• • , • 1974 Chevro~et Ve~.: 
Weight ..... .. ... , .•.•.. 2415 lb (1095 kg) ( ) 
Impact Speed .. .... ..... 59. 8 mph (96. 2 kmph) 
Impact Angle ••. , • .• , • • • • • . . • . . • • . . . • . . 8 de~. 

(3) Weight includes veh:.cle, instrumentation, and one 50th fercentile duamy 

POL£ 
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Test. Results 

Linear Impulse .•........•..• 1364 lb-sec (606 7 N-sec) 
50 msec Avg Acceler.1tion (Film Analysis) 

Longitudinal ..••.....•......•...••.....•... -6 .1 g 
Lateral . . . • . . • . . ...••.........•..••........ -0. 5 g 

50 msec Avg Acceler,'ltion (Accelerometer) 
Longir.udinal ............................... -8. 3 g 
Lateral ....•••.........•.•......•.....•.... -6 .0 g 

Maximum Vehicle Cru:,J-1 . . . . . . . • • • . • . . • . • 17 in. ( 432 mm) 
Impact Duration . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . 70 msec 
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Figure 11. Full-scale test FS-12. __ , m:D 
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Pole Data 

Type • • • • • • . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . 40 Class 4 
LPBM( 1) •• . , . .•••• , Slip-Base Triangular Plate 
UPBM(2) . ..•.•..• .•. •••........•••....... None 
Service Line Type . .... 2 ACSR (0.316 in. dial 

Notes: 
(1) Lower Pole Breakaway Mechanism 
(2) Upper Pole Breakaway Mechanism 

Vehicle Data 

Type .........• ••• , , •.••• 1974 Chevrolet Vega 
Weight ..•... •••• ...• ••• 2600 lb (1179 kg) (3) 
Impact Speed , ••• . • . . . •. 31.5 mph (50. 7 kmph) 
Impact Angle • , .......... ....... .. ... 5. 2 deg 

(3) Weight includes vehicle, instrumentation, and one 50th percentile dunmy 

Figure 12. Full-scale test FS-13A. 

Test Results 

Linear Impulse . .. .•.......... 1163 lb-sec (5173 N-sec) 
50 msec Avg Acceleration (Film Analysis) 

Longitudinal .. , •• .........••.. , ...•..•...... -5. 0 g 
Lateral .••......•.••..........•.............. 0.4 g 

50 msec Avg Acceleration (Accelerometer) 
Longitudinal •...... , .•. . ..... .•.• ••. .. ...... -7.0 g 
Lateral . .. ..... ... . , , .. . ......... , ... .. ...... 1.0 g 

Maximum Vehicle Crush ....• .. ... . . •.. 12.5 in. (318 mn) 
Impact Duration ... ... . •..... ..... .. ... ...... . 120 tt1Sec 
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Pole Data 

Type •.. •. ••••• , ....... • • , • . . . . . . . • 40 Class 4 
\.P»t(l) . . •..• , . , •.• slip-base triangular plate 
UPBM(2) ••.......•.....•........•........• none 
Service Line Type . • .... 2ACSR (0. 316 in. dia) 

Notes: 
(1) Lover Pole Breakaway Mechanism 
(2) Upper Pole Breakaway Mechanism 
()) Weight includes vehicle, instrumentation, 

Vehicle Data 

Tyi>e ....•• • • . . .. ..•.•••. 1974 Chevrolet Ve!a 
Weight . .. .•. •• . •• .. ..•. . 2600 lb (1179 kg) ( ) 
Impact Speed . ........... J0.3 mph (48.8 kmph) 
Impact Angle .•••••• , .............. , • -1. 3 deg 
Impact Point • • ••• 15.25 in . (387 ... J to right 

of vehicle centerline 

and one 50th percentile dwmny 

Test Result.s 

Velocity Change 
Film Analysis . .. . . •• .. . . . . ••• 13 . 22 ft/sec (4.03 m/sec) 
Accelerometer . .. . • •. . . .•. ... . . . 9.58 ft/sec (2.92 m/sec) 

50 msec Average Acceleration 
Longitudinal (film analysis/accelerometer) . •. -5.2g/-S,'4ig 
Lateral (film analysis/accelerometer) .•••••.• -l.2g/-l.9g 

Maxi.mum Vehicle Crush • • • . . . . . • . . . • • • . . • . • 9.5 in. (241 -> 
Impact Duration •••.. • ....••• , ...•.. . .••......•• , • 120 maec 
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Figure 13. Full-scale test F:~-13B. 
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Po.le Data 

Type •......... , • • , , ....• , ...••.•.. 40 Class 4 
LPBM(l) .......••.. . slip-base triangulc1r plate 
UPBM(2) ...•••..•. ••• ......•••••.•....•... none 
Service Line Type • , .... 2ACSR (O. 316 tn. dia) 

Notes: 
(1) Lower Pole Breakaway Mecl1anism 
(2) Upper Pole Breakaway Mechanism 

2.!Jl,L _I riGE5f11i ---· .. -

1~ 
~ FT ( 7 .3M ) 

Vehicle Oa~a. 

Type •........ .... . .. . . . 1974 Chevrolet Ve!a 
Weight , ..... ..•••. . . .. 2600 lb (1179 kg) ( ) 
Impact Speed , ..• •. .... 31.0 mph (49. 9 kmph) 
Impact Angle . . .••. . , .•••• · ....••... -2. 3 deg 
Impact Point .... 17 .0 in. (432 mm) to right 

of vehicle centerline 

(3) Weight includes vehicle, instnmentation, and one 50th percentile dummy 

Figure 14. Full-scale test FS-14. 

Test E.e.sult.s 

Velocity 1;hange 
FilmAn.ilysis ....•. , .•.•..... 16.23 ft/sec (4.95n/sec) 
Acceler,:>111eter ...........••.•• 17. 43 ft/sec (S. 31 11/sec) 

50 msec A·,erage Acceleration 
Longitudinal (film analysis/ accelerometer). . . -4. Sg.'-3. 7g 
Lateral ('film analysis/accelerometer) .•.•.•••.. 0.8g/2.3g 

Maximum V,?hicle Crush ••....•... , . . . . • . . 11. 0 in. (2'.r9 DID) 
Impact Du ~at ion .•.•••.•...•.•. , .•............... 181) msec 
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Pole Data 

Type(l)············ ·· · · ············· 40 Class 4 
LPBH ......... , . .••.. , , .......•.... ., . . • none 
UPBM(2) •.•....... . . ••.. •....••......•.•.. none 
Pole Dia,neter ... , . , • • . • • . . 10.82 in. (275 mm) 
Service Line Type •..• .. • 2ACSR (0. 316 in. dia) 

Notes: . 
(1) Upper Pole Breakaway :leclianism 
(2) Lover Pole Breakaway tfechanism 
(3) Weight includes vehicle, instrum1?ntation, 

4S/.v". (l.!lvf) 

Vehicle Data 

Type ...•.. ••.• , , • , •• , . 1974 Chevrolet Vee;a 
Weight ..•.. • .. , .. .... , 2600 lb (1179 kg) (c,) 
Impact Speed ......... . 29.4 mph (47.3 kmpli) 
Impact Angle . . .. ..• • . ••. •.••••. , •.. -3.8 dtig 
Impact Point , , •• , , • , , • , • vehicle centerline 

and one 50th percentile dumay 

Velocity Change 
Film Ar,alysis 
Accelerometer 

Te:i:t Results 

' ...................... 
50 msec Average Acceleratior, 

43.1 ft/sec (13.l m/sec) 
43.1 ft/sec (13.l m/sec) 

Longitudinal (film analysis/accelerometer) .... -12. Sg/-22. 4g 
Lateral (film analysis/acc::lerometer) ....... , .•. -0.2g/-1.5g 

Maximum Vehicle Crush .... , .................. 22.0 in. (559 mm) 
Impact DuC"a.tion .......•.......................•..•... 110 msec 
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i mpact f orces resulted i n the failure o f t he dummy 's 
s houlder har ness . Th is , i n ta rn, caused the d ummy 
to s t ri ke the stee r i ng c o l umn. The impact s everi ty 
to t he he ad a nd thor a x region was noted by peak ac
celeration r eadings o f -65 .4 and -40 .9., respec
tively; the se r e ad i ngs we re recorded by acceler
ometers in the he ad and thoraci c cavity of the dummy. 

S l i pbase Test Summary 

The Slipbase device in all crash tests shows its 
ability to activate when struck by an errant sub
compact car at speeds of 32 to 97 km/h (20 to 60 
mph). The possibility exists of the segmented pole 
landing on the vehicle and causing serious injury. 
The alternative of striking the unmodified pole, 
however, is thought to pose a greater risk to vehi
cle occupants under identical impact conditions 
(i.e., speed, impact location, vehicle size). 
Notably, in all tests, whether or not the CRM was 
empl o yed as an upper pole brea kaway mecha n i sm, no 
ser v i ce line fa ilu.re was caus ed by the st r i p-away 
action of t he alumi num t i es. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Annually , nearly 2, 000 fatal it ies a nd 125,000 
injuries are caused by ve.hicle-ut ility pole acci
dents. Timber utility poles a r e one o f the most 
hazardous roadside features because of the number 
used and their placement close to the pavement. Of 
the more than 20 conceptual designs invest igated · in 
the program, the Slipbas e design exhibited the best 
performance in terms of the severity of vehicle im
pact and capacity for environmental loading. 

The full-scale crash tests all i nvol ved post-1973 
subcompact cars. The t ests were conducted on 40-ft 
class 4 poles that supported four 2ASR conductors. 
Breakaway was reali zed in 32-, 48-, and 97-km/h 
(20-, 30-, and 60 - mph) impact tests with 12-m 
(40-ft) class 4 poles. Change in vehicular momentum 

was measured a t 5106 N- s ec (1, 148 lb- sec) f or the 
32-km/h ( 20-mphl collis ion. Postimpact pole s egme nt 
inertia effects increased the change i n momen tum 
slightly to 6067 N-sec (1 , 364 l b,-sec)' in t he 97-km/h 
(60-mph) crash test . In the t hree 48-km/h (30-mph) 
tests , as anticipated, good c ha nge in ve h i cle momen
tum occurred [i.e., 5173, 4448, and 5462 N-sec 
(1,163, 1,000, and 1,228 lb-sec)]. The potential 
exists for a segmented timber pole to fall onto the 
vehicle a nd cause sign i fica nt damage and po s sible 
injuryi howe ve r, the ris k of i nju ry to an occupant 
involved with a vehicle i mpact into an unmodified 
pole is believed to be far greater. 

The design capacity of a 40 class 4 pole is 53.8 
kN-m (39. 7 ft-kips) based on the minimum specified 
circumference and a 27 . 6 MPa (4.0 ksi) design 
stress. A maximum wood fiber stress of 51.0 MPa 
(7 . 4 ksi) is given by Pender and Mcilwain (_!!) for 
creosote Southern pine and Douglas fir poles. Ex
perimental findings in this program for used poles 
demonstrated a 49.1 MPa (7.12 ksi) mean and standard 
deviation (o) of 6.8 MPa (0.98 ksi). Based on 
minimal 40 class 4 po le diameter specifications, a 
designer can expect t ha t as many as 15 percent of 
the poles supplied will have a moment capacity of 
less than 82.5 kN-m (60.9 ft-kips). At the other 
extreme, the pole may have a moment capacity of more 
than 135.5 kN-m (100 ft-kips), depending on the 
actual circumference and wood fiber strength. 
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The Slipbase design did not fail structurally in 
any of the static bending tests performed with 40 
class 4 timber poles. Slipbase developed the full 
pole bending strength of each pole in these tests. 
In all three tests performed the timber fractured 
below grade at the edge of the lower steel collar. 
The ultimate bending strength was 115, 111, and 92 
percent of estimated unmodified timber pole bending 
strength. The costs assoc ia ted with the implementa
tion of Slipbase have not been estimated. Estimated 
cost for material is $200 for a steel unit. 
. Additional research and development work is 

planned to reduce the cost of the Slipbase hardware 
and to develop a new breakaway mechanism that would 
segment the pole about 16 ft above the ground. 
Additional full-scale tests will also be conducted 
on poles that c arry j o int elec t ric and t el·ephone 
lines a nd on poles t hat ha ve multip1-e crossa rms , guy 
wi res , a nd heavy equipment , such a s t ransformers or 
switches, in o rde r to better define the performance 
limits of the Sl i pbase concept. 
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